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Abstract 
Many rare-earth-doped materials are suitable for laser operation and this thesis focuses on 
diode-pumped solid-state lasers employing crystals doped with the trivalent rare-earth ions 
neodymium (Nd3+), ytterbium (Yb3+) and erbium (Er3+). Especially, the quasi-three-level 
transitions in Nd and Yb have been studied as well as the eye-safe three-level transition 
around 1.5 µm in Er. 

Quasi-three-level laser transitions in neodymium-doped crystals such as Nd:YAG, 
Nd:YLF and Nd:YVO4 have received a great deal of interest because they allow for 
generation of blue light by frequency doubling. For solid-state blue laser sources, there exist 
numerous applications as in high-density optical data storage, colour displays, submarine 
communication and biological applications. 

Efficient lasing on quasi-three-level transitions at 900–950 nm in Nd-doped crystals is 
considerably more difficult to achieve than on the stronger four-level transitions at 1–1.1 µm. 
The problems with these quasi-three-level transitions are a significant reabsorption loss at 
room temperature and a small stimulated emission cross section. This requires a tight focusing 
of the pump light, which is achieved by end-pumping with high-intensity diode lasers. 
Nd:YAG lasers at the 946 nm transition have been built and a maximum power of 7.0 W was 
obtained. By inserting a thin quartz etalon in the laser cavity, the 938.5 nm laser line could be 
selected and an output power of 3.9 W was then obtained. 

By using nonlinear crystals, frequency-doubling of laser light at both 946 nm and 
938.5 nm was achieved. Efficient generation of blue light at 473 nm has been obtained in 
periodically poled KTP, both in single-pass extra-cavity and intracavity configurations. More 
than 0.5 W was obtained at 473 nm by intracavity doubling. Intracavity second harmonic 
generation of the 938.5 nm transition gave slightly more than 200 mW at 469 nm. 

During recent years, Yb-doped double-tungstate crystals like KGW and KYW have 
shown efficient laser operation. A comparative, experimental study of the laser performance 
and thermal-lensing properties between standard b-cut Yb:KGW and Yb:KGW cut along a 
novel athermal direction is presented. The results show that the thermal lens is about two 
times weaker and less astigmatic in the athermal-direction-cut crystal, for the same absorbed 
power. Also, Er-Yb-doped KGW and KYW have been investigated and the fluorescence 
dynamics have been measured for the Yb (2F5/2), Er (4I13/2) and Er (4S3/2) levels around 1 µm, 
1.5 µm and 0.55 µm, respectively. 

The influence of upconversion is a detrimental effect both in Nd-doped and Er-Yb-
doped lasers. Analytical models starting from rate equations have been developed for these 
lasers including the influence of upconversion effects. The results of the general models have 
been applied to 946-nm Nd:YAG lasers and to Er-Yb-doped double-tungstate crystals in order 
to find the optimum doping concentrations for high gain for an eye-safe laser at 1.53 µm. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Rare-earth-doped solid-state lasers 
Rare-earth ions incorporated in solids (crystals or glass) have the characteristics that optical 
transitions can take place between states of inner incomplete states. Many of these materials 
are suitable for laser operation, as they show sharp fluorescence lines in the spectra due to the 
fact that electrons involved in the optical transitions are shielded by the outer shells from the 
surrounding crystal lattice. Particularly important features of rare-earth-doped crystals are 
long radiative lifetimes and high absorption and stimulated-emission cross sections. 

This thesis focuses on diode-pumped solid-state lasers in crystals doped with trivalent 
rare-earth ions such as neodymium (Nd3+), ytterbium (Yb3+) and erbium (Er3+). It includes 
two major topics: first, the quasi-three-level transition in Nd:YAG and its frequency doubling 
to blue light, and second, Yb-doped and Er-Yb-doped double-tungstate crystals KRE(WO4)2 
(RE = rear earths such as Y and Gd) for efficient 1-µm laser operation and spectroscopic 
investigations for 1.5-µm eye-safe lasers, respectively. 

Throughout this work, a deeper insight of the experimental results have been achieved 
by developing theoretical models starting from rate-equations for the quasi-three-level 
transitions in Nd and Yb and the eye-safe three-level transition in Er, respectively. 

1.2 Quasi-three-level neodymium lasers for blue light generation 
After the laser was invented in 1960, a variety of applications emerged in the next decades 
that needed lasers at different wavelengths. However, some applications lacked a powerful, 
compact, inexpensive source of light in the blue portion of the spectrum. The first blue 
sources, gas lasers such as argon ion, could not satisfy the requirements of every application. 
Some applications required a wavelength that was not available from the fixed-wavelength 
gas lasers, other applications required a degree of tunability. In addition, the gas lasers had 
very low power efficiency. In the 1980s, the development of high-power semiconductor diode 
lasers at wavelengths around 810 nm opened up the possibility of efficient diode-pumping of 
solid-state lasers, such as those based on neodymium-doped crystals. Quasi-three-level lasers 
in Nd-doped crystals such as Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF and Nd:YVO4 have received a great deal of 
interest because they allow for generation of blue light by frequency doubling [1–4]. In this 
thesis, high-power quasi-three-level lasers in Nd:YAG have been realised and then frequency-
doubled to blue lasers. The highest blue output power achieved in solid-state lasers that has 
been published so far is 2.8 W [4]. 

For solid-state blue laser sources, there exist numerous applications [5] as in: 
high-density optical data storage, 
reprographic applications, where the laser is used to mark a medium as the 

photoconductor of a laser printer, or photographic film or paper, 
colour displays, where red, green and blue lasers are attractive light sources because 

of their high brightness and complete colour saturation, 
submarine communications, as seawater has a minimum attenuation for light at 

around 450 nm, 
spectroscopic applications, for example laser cooling or process control of physical 

vapour deposition (PVD), 
biotechnology, for example flow cytometry and DNA sequencing. 
Efficient lasing on quasi-three-level transitions (4F3/2 → 4I9/2) at 900–950 nm in Nd-

doped crystals is considerably more difficult to achieve than on the stronger four-level 
transitions (4F3/2 → 4I11/2) at 1–1.1 µm. The problems with these quasi-three-level transitions 
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are a significant reabsorption loss at room temperature and a very small stimulated emission 
cross section [1,2]. This requires a tight focusing of the pump light, which is achieved by end-
pumping with high-intensity diode lasers. 

In Chapter 2, the rate equations for four-level lasers and quasi-three-level lasers are 
derived. A number of papers [6–11] have shown that the influence of energy-transfer 
upconversion (ETU) is a detrimental effect in Nd-doped lasers. The ETU process involves 
two nearby ions in the 4F3/2 upper laser level. One ion relaxes down to a lower lying level and 
transfers its energy to the other ion, which is thereby raised (upconverted) to a higher level. 
Consequently, ETU reduces the population of the upper laser level, hence degrading the laser 
performance. Due to the low gain, the degradation is more pronounced in quasi-three-level 
lasers. Therefore, an analytical model of the output performance of continuous-wave quasi-
three-level lasers including the influence of energy-transfer upconversion was developed 
(Papers II and III). Starting from a rate equation analysis, the results of the general output 
modelling are applied to a laser with Gaussian beams, where results of the output performance 
in normalised parameters are derived. Especially, the influence of pump and laser mode 
overlap, reabsorption loss and upconversion effects on threshold, output power and spatial 
distribution of the population-inversion density is studied in Chapter 3. The presence of ETU 
effects also gives rise to extra heat load in the laser crystal due to the multiphonon relaxation 
from the excited level back to the upper laser level. The influence of ETU on the fractional 
thermal loading is modelled and studied under lasing conditions for different mode overlaps. 
Finally, the model is applied to a diode-pumped laser operating at 946 nm in Nd:YAG 
(Chapter 4), where the output power, thermal lensing and the degradation in beam quality are 
calculated. The dependence of the laser-beam size is investigated in particular, and a simple 
model for the degradation of laser beam quality from a transversally varying saturated gain is 
proposed. 

Various resonator designs proposed to reduce the dependence of the thermal effects 
and to optimise the laser-beam size were evaluated. As highest, a multimode laser power of 
7.0 W at 946 nm was obtained (Paper II). With another design, better beam quality was 
achieved ( 2M  = 1.7) with an output power of 5.8 W. By inserting a thin quartz etalon, the 
938.5 nm laser line could be selected (Paper I). An output power of 3.9 W with beam quality 

2M  = 1.4 was then obtained. 
By using nonlinear crystals, frequency-doubling of laser light at both 946 nm and 

938.5 nm was achieved. Second harmonic generation (SHG) of the 946 nm transition gives 
blue light at 473 nm. Efficient generation of blue light has been achieved in periodically poled 
KTP, both in single-pass and intracavity configurations (Chapter 5). More than 0.5 W was 
obtained at 473 nm by intracavity doubling. Intracavity SHG of the 938.5 nm transition gave 
slightly more than 200 mW at 469 nm. 

1.3 Nd:YAG lasers 
The Nd:YAG crystal is a commonly used active medium for solid-state lasers, because of its 
high gain and good thermal and mechanical properties. The Y3Al5O12 (yttrium aluminium 
garnet) host is hard, of good optical quality and has a high thermal conductivity. The cubic 
structure of YAG favours a narrow fluorescent linewidth, which results in high gain and low 
threshold for laser operation. 

The strongest laser line in Nd:YAG is the four-level transition at 1064 nm as shown in 
Fig. 1.1. In a four-level system, the active ions (Nd3+ in this case) are excited from the ground 
state to the broad absorption band 4F5/2 by the pump light at 808 nm. They then rapidly relax 
via multiphonon emission through nonradiative processes to the sharp upper metastable laser 
level 4F3/2. The laser transition then proceeds to the lower laser level 4I11/2, while photons are 
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Fig. 1.1. Energy level scheme of Nd:YAG. 

emitted. From here, the ions will again rapidly relax to the ground state. In order to get 
amplification of light by stimulated emission through the crystal, there have to be more ions 
in the upper laser level than in the lower, that is inverted population must be reached. In a 
four-level laser, the ions in the lower level are almost immediately transferred to the ground 
state. Inverted population is then reached as soon as there are ions in the upper level and the 
pump power needed to start the lasing process is low; the laser has a low threshold. 

There are also three-level lasers (for example ruby), where the lower laser level is the 
same as the ground state, which is almost completely filled at thermal equilibrium. Intense 
pumping must therefore be used to reach threshold. Another type is the quasi-three-level laser, 
where the lower laser level is close to the ground state and thermally populated. The pump 
power needed to reach threshold is, however, much lower than for three-level-lasers. Efficient 
lasing on the quasi-three-level transitions (4F3/2 → 4I9/2) at 900–950 nm in Nd-doped crystals 
is considerably more difficult to achieve than on the stronger four-level transitions 
(4F3/2 → 4I11/2) at 1–1.1 µm. The problems with these quasi-three-level transitions are a 
significant reabsorption loss at room temperature and a very small stimulated emission cross 
section. This requires a tight focusing of the pump light, which is achieved by end-pumping 
with high-intensity diode lasers. An example of a quasi-three-level transition that can be used 
is the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 transition at 946 nm in Nd:YAG (Fig. 1.1). The upper laser level is the 
lower (R1) of the two crystal-field components of the 4F3/2 level, and the lower laser level is 
the uppermost (Z5) of the five crystal-field components of the 4I9/2 level. 
 Traditional pumping at 808 nm into the 4F5/2 pump band, above the upper laser level 
4F3/2, induces a parasitic quantum defect between the pump and the emitting laser levels. On 
the other hand, resonant pumping directly into the emitting level at either 869 nm (ground-
state direct pumping) or 885 nm (thermally boosted pumping from thermally excited ground-
state levels) reduces the total quantum defect between the pump and laser emission 
wavelengths (Fig. 1.1). This leads to a decrease in the heat generated in the laser material, 
thus reducing the thermal effects induced by optical pumping. Direct pumping at 869 nm of a 
quasi-three-level laser at 946 nm has been investigated in Paper IV. 
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1.4 Nonlinear materials and second harmonic generation 
By using nonlinear crystals, frequency-doubling of laser light is possible and SHG of the 
946 nm transition in Nd:YAG gives blue light at 473 nm. Quasi-phasematched (QPM) 
crystals are nonlinear materials that can be designed for SHG to arbitrary wavelengths within 
the crystal transparency range. QPM materials have been developed using periodic electric 
field poling of ferroelectrics, such as potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4). Efficient 
generation of blue light has been made in periodically poled KTP, both in single-pass and in 
intracavity configurations (Chapter 5). 

1.5 Miniature lasers using micro-structured carriers 
As it is a goal to make the lasers compact, miniature Nd:YAG lasers in micro-structured 
carriers have been developed. Monolithic microchip lasers are compact, miniaturised lasers in 
a crystal or glass medium of lengths of a few millimetres. They have a flat-flat cavity with 
mirrors deposited directly on the crystal surfaces. As the cavity is flat-flat and no beam-
shaping elements are present in the cavity that can confine the beam, the stability of the laser 
resonator will be determined by thermal effects and gain gradients. An optical microbench has 
been developed in collaboration between Acreo and KTH (Chapter 6). It consists of an etched 
V-groove in a silicon carrier, where laser crystals diced in rhombic shapes from mirror-coated 
wafers are used. Recently, this concept was expanded to carriers in polymer materials. 

1.6 Q-switching 
In the microbench concept (Chapter 6), Cr:YAG saturable absorbers were included for Q-
switched laser operation. Q-switching is used to achieve giant laser pulses in a cavity. This is 
achieved by blocking the cavity from lasing through introduction of losses so that the laser 
threshold cannot be reached. The energy is stored as excited electrons until, suddenly, the 
losses are removed. Then, the gain, which is very high, will build up an oscillating field in the 
cavity. A passive Q-switch consists of a saturable absorber (for example Cr:YAG) in the 
resonator. As the energy builds up in the laser crystal, the laser approaches the threshold 
condition despite the extra losses introduced by the absorber. In the cavity, a weak field starts 
to build up, which successively becomes strong enough to bleach the saturable absorber to 
high transmission, releasing the pulse. 

1.7 Double-tungstate laser materials 
In an EU project, DT-CRYS (www.dt-crys.net), rare-earth-doped double-tungstate crystals 
KRE(WO4)2 (RE = rare earths like Gd, Y and Yb) have been studied. Our part at KTH has so 
far involved KGW and KYW doped by Er and Yb. The crystals have been grown by our EU-
project partner at Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV) in Tarragona (Chapter 7). 

1.8 Ytterbium lasers 
Like the 946-nm Nd:YAG laser, Yb3+-doped hosts are quasi-three-level systems, but the 
energy-level diagram is very simple and consists of only two manifolds: the 2F7/2 ground state 
and the 2F5/2 excited state. With pump diodes around 940 nm and 980 nm, Yb-doped materials 
like Yb:YAG are used for highly efficient laser systems. The laser wavelength is around 
1.03 µm, which gives a very small quantum defect and together with the absence of 
upconversion and excited state absorption, this can result in high slope efficiencies. 

During recent years, a substantial interest has been shown in Yb3+-doped double-
tungstate crystals like KGW and KYW. The double-tungstate crystals exhibit an attractive set 
of parameters, which makes them one of the best choices for laser-diode end-pumped solid-
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state lasers operating around 1 µm. Experiments with diode-pumped Yb:KGW lasers are 
described in Chapter 8 and Paper VII, where especially a laser crystal with a novel athermal 
orientation has been utilised. 

1.9 Erbium-ytterbium eye-safe lasers 
Erbium-doped solid-state lasers are widely used for generation of light in the eye-safe region 
around 1.5 µm. There are many applications including range finding, remote sensing, optical 
fibre communication, medicine and meteorology. As erbium-doped crystals operate as three-
level lasers and have a rather poor absorption at pump-diode wavelengths around 980 nm, the 
laser efficiency is reduced, and for this reason, sensitiser ions such as ytterbium are added to 
the material which increase the pump absorption and, via excitation transfer to the erbium 
ions, will improve the laser performance. So far, the Er-Yb-doped phosphate glass has been 
the most efficient laser host in the 1.53 µm wavelength region. However, the phosphate glass 
is far from a perfect laser material. The main limitations are low thermal conductivity, low 
threshold for thermal stress-induced fracture as well as relatively low absorption and 
stimulated-emission cross sections for the Yb3+ and Er3+ ions, respectively. 

For comparison, Er-Yb-doped double-tungstate crystals such as KGW and KYW offer 
definite advantages with respect to all these parameters, in particular when considering that 
the Yb3+ absorption cross section is an order of magnitude larger and that the Er3+ emission 
cross section is about twice as large in double tungstates than in phosphate glass. On the other 
hand, the spectroscopic properties and the dynamics in the Er3+, Yb3+ system are substantially 
different in double-tungstate crystals. In Paper VIII described in Chapter 9, the objective is to 
find the optimum doping concentrations in double tungstates for eye-safe lasers. This 
objective is achieved by first investigating the relevant spectroscopic and dynamic properties 
of the Er3+, Yb3+ system in double-tungstate hosts. This involves an experimental study of the 
excitation dynamics in the crystals with a variety of doping concentrations, which will allow 
us to deduce relevant dynamic parameters for a theoretical rate-equation model. As in Nd-
doped materials, there are also upconversion processes present in Yb-Er systems. 
Upconversion processes result in strong green fluorescence at 0.55 µm, and these processes 
are especially studied and included in the modelling. As the excitation transfer from Yb 
reaches a level in Er with relatively long nonradiative lifetime, back transfer and the 
upconversion processes play an important role, degrading the laser performance. This makes 
it very challenging to find the optimum doping concentrations in these materials for high laser 
gain for the eye-safe transition at 1.53 µm. 
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2 Theoretical modelling of solid-state lasers 

2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I will outline the basic theory of solid-state lasers and derive some useful 
equations for continuous wave four-level and quasi-three level lasers. The derivation follows 
textbooks by Siegman [12], Yariv [13] and Koechner [14]. Eventually, the model is extended 
to include the effect of energy-transfer upconversion for a diode-pumped quasi-three-level 
laser, and results are derived for threshold, output power, fractional thermal loading and 
thermal lensing. 

Electrons in atomic systems such as atoms, ions and molecules can exist only in 
discrete energy states. A transition from one energy state to another is associated with either 
the emission or absorption of a photon. The frequency ν of the absorbed or emitted radiation 
is given by Bohr’s frequency relation 

 νhEE =− 12 , (2.1) 

where E2 and E1 are two discrete levels and h is Planck’s constant. In solid-state lasers, the 
energy levels and the associated frequencies result from the different quantum energy levels 
or allowed quantum states of the electrons orbiting about the nuclei of atoms. 

By combining Planck’s law and Boltzmann statistics, Einstein could formulate the 
concept of stimulated emission. When electromagnetic radiation in an isothermal enclosure, 
or cavity, is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the distribution of blackbody radiation 
density is given by Planck’s law: 

 
1

18)( /3

33

−
= kThec

hn
ν

νπνρ , (2.2) 

where )(νρ  is the radiation density per unit frequency [Js/cm3], k is Boltzmann’s constant, c 
is the velocity of light in vacuum and n is the refractive index of the medium. When a large 
collection of similar atoms is in thermal equilibrium, the relative populations of any two 
energy levels E1 and E2 (as in Fig. 2.1) are related by the Boltzmann ratio 

 )/)(exp( 12
1

2

1

2 kTEE
g
g

N
N

−−= , (2.3) 

 
 

E2

E1

B12 A21 B21

N2, g2

N1, g1  

Fig. 2.1. Two energy levels with population N1, N2 and degeneracies g1, g2, respectively. 
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where N1 and N2 are the number of atoms in the energy levels E1 and E2, respectively. When 
two or more states have the same energy Ei, they are degenerated and the degeneracy gi of the 
ith  energy level must be taken into account. 

2.2 Einstein’s coefficients 
We will now introduce the concept of Einstein’s A and B coefficients for an idealised material 
with two energy levels. The total number of atoms in these two levels is assumed to be 
constant . We can identify three types of interaction between electromagnetic 
radiation and the two-level system: 

tot21 NNN =+

Absorption. If electromagnetic radiation of frequency ν passes through an atomic 
system with energy gap hν, then the population of the lower level will be depleted 
proportional both to the radiation density )(νρ  and to the lower level population N1

 112
1 )( NB

dt
dN

νρ−= , (2.4) 

where B12 is a constant with dimensions cm3/s2 J. 
Spontaneous emission. After an atom has been raised to the upper level by 

absorption, the population of that level decays spontaneously to the lower level at a rate 
proportional to N2

 221
2 NA

dt
dN

−= , (2.5) 

where A21 is a constant with dimensions s–1. The phase of spontaneous emission is 
independent of that of the external radiation; the photons emitted are incoherent. 
Equation (2.5) has the solution 

 )/exp()0()( 2122 τtNtN −= , (2.6) 

where  is the lifetime for spontaneous radiation from level 2 to level 1. 1
2121
−= Aτ

Stimulated emission. Emission also takes place under stimulation by electromagnetic 
radiation of frequency ν and the upper level population N2 decreases according to 

 221
2 )( NB

dt
dN

νρ−= , (2.7) 

where B12 is a constant. The phase of the stimulated emission is the same as that of the 
stimulating external radiation. The photon emitted to the radiation field by the stimulated 
emission is coherent with it. The useful parameter for laser action is the B21 coefficient, 
whereas the A21 coefficient introduces photons that are not phase-related to the incident 
photons. Spontaneous emission represents a noise source in a laser. 

If absorption, spontaneous and stimulated emission are combined, the resulting rate 
equation for the two-level model is 

 221221112
21 )()( NBNANB

dt
dN

dt
dN

νρνρ ++−=−= . (2.8) 
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In thermal equilibrium 

 021 =−=
dt

dN
dt

dN
, (2.9) 

and using the Boltzmann equation (2.3) gives 

 
1)/)(/(

/)( /
211221

2121

−
= kTheBBgg

BA
ννρ . 

Comparing this expression with the blackbody radiation law (2.2) gives the Einstein relations: 

 3

33

21

21 8
c

hn
B
A νπ

= , (2.10) 

 21
1

2
12 B

g
gB = . (2.11) 

2.3 Atomic lineshapes 
In deriving Einstein’s coefficients, we have assumed a monochromatic wave with frequency 
ν. A more realistic model introduces the concept of an atomic lineshape function )(νg . The 
distribution )(νg  is the equilibrium shape of the linewidth-broadened transitions. Express the 
radiation density as 

 )()( νρνρ ν g= , (2.12) 

where νρ  is the energy density of the electromagnetic field inducing the transitions [13]. In 
the following, the stimulated rate term (2.7) will be expressed with a stimulated-transition 
probability W21 as 

 221221 )( NBNW νρ= . (2.13) 

With the intensity ncI /νρ=  [13], and Eqs. (2.10) and (2.13), the stimulated-transition 
probability is then written as 

 )(
8 21

32

2

21 ν
τνπ

g
hn

IcW = . (2.14) 

There are two main classes of broadening mechanisms, which lead to distinctly 
different atomic lineshapes: 

Homogeneous broadening. In this case, the atoms are indistinguishable and have the 
same transition energy. A signal applied to the transition has exactly the same effect on all 
atoms in the collection. In a solid-state laser like Nd:YAG, the main homogenous broadening 
mechanism is thermal broadening, in which the atomic transition is influenced by the thermal 
vibrations of the lattice surrounding the active ions. 
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Inhomogeneous broadening. Here, the atoms are distinguishable and the broadening 
tend to displace the centre frequencies of individual atoms, thereby broadening the overall 
response of a collection without broadening the response of individual atoms. Solid-state 
lasers may be inhomogeneously broadened by crystal inhomogeneities. A good example is the 
line broadening of neodymium-doped glass lasers. 

In the following calculations in this thesis, no broadening mechanisms or atomic 
lineshapes have been considered. 

2.4 Gain and absorption 
The gain and absorption coefficients are introduced, together with the emission cross section 
[12]. Consider a thin slab of thickness dz, where the atoms have a capture area or cross section 
σ, illuminated by photons with intensity I (Fig. 2.2). The power absorbed or emitted from one 
atom is then I×σ . The slab is containing population densities (population number per 
volume) N2 and N1 in the upper and lower laser levels. If the atoms in the upper level has an 
effective cross section σ21 for power emission, the total intensity (power per area) emitted 
back to the wave is IdzN ×212 σ . Similarly, if the atoms in the lower level have an effective 
cross section σ12 for power absorption, the total intensity absorbed from the wave is 

IdzN ×121σ . The net differential increase of the intensity is then 

 dzINNdI )( 121212 σσ −= , (2.15) 

where σ21 is the stimulated-emission cross section and σ12 is the absorption cross section. 
With another approach from the rate equation (2.8), for the population density in the upper 
laser level (where spontaneous emission is ignored), expressed with the transition 
probabilities (2.13), 

 )( 121212
2 WNWN

dt
dN

−−= , (2.16) 

 
the net intensity increase in the thin slab is then 

 dzhWNWNdI ν)( 121212 −= , (2.17) 

where hν is the photon energy. Equating (2.15) and (2.17) then gives the relation 

 
ν

σ
h

IW
g
gW 21

12
2

1
21 == . (2.18) 

Taking the derivative of (2.15) and using 122121 / σσσ ×== gg  gives the net growth in 
intensity for a wave passing through the medium: 

 IN
dz
dI

×∆= σ , (2.19) 
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dz
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Fig. 2.2. A collection of atoms with absorption or emission cross sections distributed throughout a thin slab. 

where the difference 

  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=∆ 1

1

2
2 N

g
gNN  (2.20) 

is the population-inversion density. The gain coefficient is defined as Ng ∆= σ  and if it is 
constant, the intensity grows as )exp()0()( gzIzI = . If , we have a net power 
absorption in the medium and an absorption coefficient can be defined as 

21 NN >

 σα ×⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−= 21

1

2 NN
g
g

. (2.21) 

2.5 Four-level lasers 
We now extend the model to a four-level laser (Fig. 2.3), such as the 1064 nm laser transition 
in Nd:YAG, pumped at 808 nm. The ions (Nd3+ in this case) in the ground state 0 are excited 
to the broad absorption band 3 by the pump light. They then rapidly relax via multiphonon 
emission through nonradiative processes to the sharp upper metastable laser level 2. The laser 
transition proceeds then to the lower laser level 1, while a photon is emitted. From here, the 
ions will again rapidly relax to the ground state. 
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Fig. 2.3. Energy levels of a four-level laser. 

 The pump-rate density reaching the upper laser level is RP. The lifetimes of the upper 
and lower laser levels are τ2 and τ1. The lifetime of level 2 is due to transitions to level 1 as 
well as to level 0: 

 
20212

111
τττ

+= . (2.22) 

The rate equations for the upper and lower laser levels are then 

 211
1

2
2

2

22 WN
g
gNNR

dt
dN

P ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−−−=

τ
, (2.23) 

 211
1

2
2

1

1

21

21 WN
g
gNNN

dt
dN

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−+−=

ττ
. (2.24) 

2.6 Pump rate 
The pump-rate distribution RP in Eq. (2.23) is derived by considering a similar rate equation 
for level 3 as in Eq. (2.16): 

 0
pump

3 NW
dt

dN
P≈ , (2.25) 

where WP is the pumping-transition probability and it has been assumed that the population in 
level 3, N3, is much smaller than the population in the ground state, N0. By using (2.18), the 
pump-rate density, which reaches level 2, is then 
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 P
P

PPP
PPP Rr

h
IN

NWR ===
ν

ση
η 0

0 , (2.26) 

where ηP is the quantum efficiency of the pumping process, σP is pump-absorption cross 
section, IP is the pump intensity distribution and hνP is the pump photon energy. The decay of 
pump intensity through an end-pumped medium is then given by the absorption coefficient α : 

 PPP
P IIN

dz
dI

ασ −=−= 0 . (2.27) 

If depletion of the ground-state population (pump saturation) is neglected, α is constant and 
the pump-intensity distribution decays as )exp()0()( zIzI PP α−= . The total pump rate R is 
defined as the total absorbed pump power reaching the upper laser level divided by the pump- 
photon energy: 

 
P

PaP

P h
P

h
R

ν
ηη

ν
==

power pump total , (2.28) 

where PP is the incident pump power,  is the fraction of the pump power absorbed 
in an end-pumped crystal of length l. The function r

l
a e αη −−= 1

P, 

 
Pa

P
P P

Ir
η
α

= , (2.29) 

is the spatial distribution of the pump beam and is normalised over the crystal: 

 . (2.30) 1),,(
crystal

=∫∫∫ dVzyxrp

2.7 Laser gain saturation 
The solution for the population-inversion density (2.20) of the rate equations (2.23) and (2.24) 
at equilibrium (steady state, ) is [13] 0/ =dtd
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τ
. (2.31) 

In a four-level laser, the ions in the lower level are almost immediately transferred to the 
ground state, that is . The rate equation for the upper laser level is then 01 ≈N

 212
2

22 WNNR
dt

dN
P −−=

τ
, (2.32) 
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which has the solution 

 
sat

2

212

2
2 /211 II

R
W

RN PP

+
=

+
=

τ
τ
τ

 (2.33) 

at steady state, where 2I is the total two-way intensity in a standing-wave resonator and 

 
212

sat στ
ν LhI =  (2.34) 

is called the saturation intensity (hνL is the laser photon energy). In a standing-wave laser 
cavity, there are two oppositely travelling waves  and . Suppose now that the gain 
and loss are sufficiently small for one pass of the laser beam through the cavity. In this low-
loss, low-gain approximation, the one-way intensity then remains nearly constant: 

, and the total intensity is 

)(zI + )(zI −

−+ == III −+ += III2 . The behaviour of the denominator in 
Eq. (2.33) is called gain saturation and can reduce the population in the upper laser level 
significantly if the circulating intensity I is high. The effect of gain saturation will be 
discussed for the simulations in Chapter 3. 

2.8 Cavity rate equation 
To analyse how fast the coherent oscillation in a laser cavity builds up from noise when the 
laser is first turned on, we follow a small packet of signal energy through one complete round 
trip within the cavity [12]. For simplicity, the cavity (Fig. 2.4) has two mirrors with 
reflectivity R1 and R2, and a pumped crystal of length l and refractive index n with a constant 
gain coefficient g and an intrinsic absorption-loss coefficient αi. The round-trip time is 

, where  is the optical path length of the cavity, and the one-way intensity I after 
one round trip, starting with intensity I

clt cR /2 *= *
cl

0 at time 0=t , is then 

 )2exp()22exp()( 0210 δα −=−= glIlglRRItI iR , (2.35) 

where 21ln2 RRli −= αδ  is the total round trip loss; TLTL +≈−−= )1ln(δ , where T is the 
transmission of the out-coupling mirror and L is the residual round-trip loss. The 
approximation is valid for small values of T. The net growth after N round trips is given by 

 ))2(exp()( 0 δ−= glNItNI R , (2.36) 

which can be rewritten as 

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
= t

t
glItI

R

δ2exp)( 0  (2.37) 

at time . If we define the cavity growth rate , and the cavity photon 
lifetime , we get 

RtNt = */ clcgl=γ
δτ clcc /2 *=

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=

c

ttItI
τ

γexp)( 0 . (2.38) 
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Fig. 2.4. Intensity after one round-trip in a laser cavity. 

If γ is time-varying, for example because the gain coefficient saturates, then we must convert 
this equation to the more general differential form 

 I
dt
dI

c
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=
τ

γ 1 . (2.39) 

In the situation with an end-pumped crystal, where we have a spatially varying saturated-gain 
coefficient ),,(),,( zyxNzyxG ∆= σ , and the increase in the one-way laser intensity  
through the crystal is 

),,( zyxI

 ),,(),,(),,( zyxIzyxG
dz

zyxdI
= , (2.40) 

we will use a method where the number of laser photons in the cavity at steady state can be 
calculated if the shape of the photon distribution is known [15]. The saturated population-
inversion density  is of the form (2.33) for a four-level laser. ),,( zyxN∆

The one-way laser power at location z along the laser axis is given by integrating the 
intensity over the crystal cross section: 

 ∫∫= dxdyzyxIzP ),,()( . (2.41) 

The increase in power after one round-trip is given by integrating over the cavity length  
twice: 

 dxdydz
dz

zyxdIdz
dz

zdP
∫∫∫∫ =

),,(2)(2 . (2.42) 

In the low-loss, low-gain approximation, the condition that the round-trip gain equals the 
round-trip loss at steady state gives 

 , (2.43) δPdxdydzzyxIzyxG =(∫∫∫ ),,(),,2
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where P is the average total power in the cavity. The total number of photons in the cavity is 
defined as the total laser energy after one round trip (total power times the round-trip time) 
divided by the laser photon energy: 

 
Tch

Pl
h

tP
h L

c

L

R

L ννν
out

*2energy total
===Φ , (2.44) 

where  is the laser output power through the output coupler with transmission T. 
The photon density (number of photons per volume) φ is calculated by considering a thin slab 
with thickness dz. The number of photons per area in the slab, 

PTP ×=out

dzφ , is then the total intensity 
2I times the time it takes the light to pass through the slab cdzndt /=  divided by the laser 
photon energy: 

 
LL ch
dznI

h
dtdz

νν
φ 2intensity total

=
×

= . (2.45) 

This gives the photon density 

 0*

2 φ
ν

φ Φ=Φ==
Pl
In

ch
In

cL

. (2.46) 

Note that the photon density in the laser crystal with refractive index n is n times higher than 
that of free space. The function φ0, 
 

 
Pl
In

c
*0 =φ , (2.47) 

is the spatial distribution of the laser photons and is normalised over the entire cavity: 

 . (2.48) 1),,(
cavity

0 =∫∫∫ dVzyxφ

From (2.46) the intensity is expressed as 

 02
φ

ν
Φ=

n
chI L , (2.49) 

and the power is 

 Φ= *2 c

L

l
chP ν

. (2.50) 

Thus, inserting (2.49) and (2.50) into (2.43) gives 

 0),,(),,(
crystal

0 =
Φ

−Φ∆∫∫∫
c

LL hdVzyxzyxN
n

ch
τ

νφσν . (2.51) 
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For a four-level laser, the population-inversion density is given by (2.33): 

 
),,(1

),,(),,(
0

2

zyx
n

c
zyxRrzyxN P

φστ
τ

Φ+
= , (2.52) 

where we have used 

 021 2 φσ
ν

σ
Φ==

n
c

h
IW . (2.53) 

If Eq. (2.52) is put into Eq. (2.51), it is possible to solve for the photon number in the 
denominator of (2.52) if the pump and photon distributions are known. 
 Since the power P is the time-derivative of the energy E, which is the number of 
photons Φ times the photon energy, 

 
dt
dh

dt
dEP L

Φ
== ν , (2.54) 

it is reasonable to interpret the net growth of power (2.51) as the time-derivative of the photon 
number times the photon energy. In summary, the rate equations, (2.32) with (2.53) and (2.51) 
with (2.54), for a four-level laser including the spatial distributions of the pump and laser 
beams have been derived, as presented by Kubodera and Otsuka in Ref. [16]: 

 ),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(
02

22 zyxzyxN
n

czyxNzyxRr
dt

zyxdN
P φσ

τ
Φ−−= , (2.55) 

 
c
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c
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d

τ
φσ Φ

−Φ∆=
Φ

∫∫∫
crystal

0 ),,(),,( , (2.56) 

where Eq. (2.56) is the cavity rate equation. It is seen that the population inversion averaged 
over the laser-mode distribution is clamped above threshold at steady state. The spatial 
distribution of the inversion varies, however, according to Eq. (2.52) and gets saturated where 
the laser field is strong. 

2.9 Laser threshold and output power 
From the rate equations, well-known results for the threshold pump power 
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and the slope efficiency 
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Fig. 2.5. Linear output power from a four-level laser. 

for four-level lasers with Gaussian pump and laser beams (Sect. 3.1) have been derived [17]. 
Here, wP is the pump-beam radius, wL is the laser-beam radius and ηPL is the overlap 
efficiency between the pump mode and the laser mode. At low power, ηPL can be 
approximated as 

 222

222

)(
)2(

LP

LPL
PL ww

www
+

+
≈η . (2.59) 

The output power from the laser in this approximation is )( th,out PP PPP −=η  as depicted in 
Fig. 2.5. 

2.10 Energy-transfer upconversion 
A number of papers [6–11] have shown that the influence of energy-transfer upconversion 
(ETU) is a detrimental effect in Nd-doped lasers. In Fig. 2.6, a simplified energy-level scheme 
for Nd:YAG involving relevant levels and processes is shown. All dashed lines indicate heat-
generating processes. Pump radiation is absorbed from the ground state 4I9/2 to the pump level 
4F5/2 from where it relaxes via multiphonon emission to the upper laser level 4F3/2. Next, the 
four fluorescent processes and the cascaded multiphonon relaxations (dashed lines) to the 
ground state are shown. The three upconversion processes UC1–UC3 involve two nearby ions 
in the upper laser level. One ion relaxes down to a lower lying level and transfers its energy to 
the other ion, which is thereby raised (upconverted) to a higher level. Consequently, ETU 
reduces the population of the upper laser level, hence degrading the laser performance. 

Rigorous numerical modelling of upconversion effects in four-level lasers has been 
done by Pollnau et al. [9,10]. The rate equations including all nine energy levels are presented 
in Appendix A. The rate-equation scheme can be simplified by considering that the decay rate 
via multiphonon processes from levels 1–3 and 5–8 is fast compared with the lifetime of the 
upper laser level 4. The combined effect of the different upconversion process can then be 
expressed by a single rate parameter 321 WWWW ++= , and the net effect is that only one 
excitation is removed from the upper laser level by each upconversion process, since the 
upconverted ion will decay rapidly back to level 4. Thus, only two energy levels are 
considered [6,9]: the population in the upper laser level 4 has the rate equation 

 2
404

44 WNN
n

cNRr
dt

dN
P −Φ−−= φσ

τ
, (2.60) 

and the population in the ground state 0 is taken from conservation of the doping 
concentration . 40 NNNd +=
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Fig. 2.6. Energy level scheme of Nd:YAG including upconversion processes (UC1–UC3). 

Analytical modelling including ETU effects on four-level lasers under nonlasing and 
lasing conditions has previously been done in the literature [11,20,21]. 

2.11 Quasi-three-level lasers 
In a quasi-three-level laser, the lower laser level is in the thermally populated ground state. 
Efficient lasing on quasi-three-level transitions (4F3/2 → 4I9/2) at 900–950 nm in Nd-doped 
crystals is considerably more difficult to achieve than on the stronger four-level transitions 
(4F3/2 → 4I11/2) at 1–1.1 µm (Fig. 1.1). The problems with these quasi-three-level transitions 
are a significant reabsorption loss at room temperature and a very small stimulated-emission 
cross section [1,2]. This requires a tight focusing of the pump light, which is achieved by end-
pumping with high-intensity diode lasers. 

In the past, several studies have included reabsorption loss in the modelling of 
longitudinally pumped lasers including the effect of overlap of the pump and laser field 
[15,18,19]. An example of an energy-level scheme that can be modelled is the 4F3/2 → 4I9/2 
lasing transition at 946 nm in Nd:YAG. The upper laser level is the lower (R1) of the two 
crystal-field components of the 4F3/2 level, and the lower laser level is the uppermost (Z5) of 
the five crystal-field components of the 4I9/2 level. 
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The fraction of the total 4F3/2 population density N4 residing in the upper laser level is 
denoted fb; that is, the actual population density is 4NfN bb =  where 
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is the partition function of level 4, ∆Ei is the energy of sublevel i relative to the lowest 
sublevel of that manifold and gi is the degeneracy of sublevel i. Similarly, the fraction of the 
total 4I9/2 population density N0 in the lower laser level is denoted fa, and the actual population 
density is . If depletion of the ground-state population is neglected, the rate 
equation for the population density in 
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4F3/2 can then be written as [15,18]  
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where  and  are the unpumped population-inversion densities, τ is the lifetime of the 
upper state, and σ is the stimulated emission cross section for the quasi-three-level laser 
transition. The population-inversion density is expressed as 

0
aN 0

bN

04 )/( NfggNfN aabb −=∆ , and 
it should be noted that here, the spectroscopic stimulated-emission cross section σ is used 
between individual crystal-field levels, whereas for the previously presented four-level lasers, 
the effective stimulated-emission cross section σσ bf=eff  was used for the entire manifold 
population. In Nd:YAG, each level has a degeneracy of 2, and solutions for (2.63) and (2.64), 
as well as the output performance have been calculated by Fan and Byer [18] and Risk [15]. 

2.12 Quasi-three-level lasers including energy-transfer upconversion 
In order to model quasi-three-level lasers including reabsorption loss and energy-transfer 
upconversion, we start from the space-dependent rate equations, which describe population 
inversion and photon density in the steady-state case of a laser cavity. The rate-equation 
analysis in this section has been presented in Papers II–III. As before, the rate-equation 
scheme is simplified from including nine energy levels to only two: the upper laser level in 
4F3/2 and the lower laser level in the thermally populated ground state 4I9/2. If depletion of the 
ground-state population is neglected, the rate equation (2.60) for the population density in 
4F3/2 can then be written as 
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with a single upconversion parameter W. The population-inversion density is expressed as 
, and is calculated by using the fact that the doping concentration Nab NNN −=∆ d is 

conserved: , where  and  are the unpumped population 
densities. It is then shown that 

0
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and the resulting rate equation for the population-inversion density is 
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where  is the unpumped population-inversion density. The pumping process is assumed 
to have unity quantum efficiency (η

0N∆
P = 1). 

In thermal equilibrium , so the unpumped population inversion is written 
 and the solution for the population-inversion density at steady state is then 

calculated from Eq. (2.67): 
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where . The expression in the numerator is the total absorption rate, including 
reabsorption, times τ. From Eq. (2.68), it is seen that the positive part of the population 
inversion is reduced by the fraction of excited ions F

ba fff +=

ETU that involve the ETU processes: 
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where  is the population-inversion density without any ETU effects present 
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and the fraction of excited ions that involve the ETU processes is then 
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which can also be taken from the rate equation (2.67), as the fraction between the last term 
involving the population inversion going to ETU and the total absorption rate. 

Below threshold ( ), the resulting expression for the population inversion is 0=Φ
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which can be written as Eq. (2.69) where the population-inversion density below threshold 
without any ETU effects present is given by 
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The population-inversion density (2.68) can be inserted directly into the rate equation 
of the cavity photon number (2.56), to obtain an implicit relation between the pump rate R and 
the total laser-cavity photon number Φ: 
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  (2.76) 

where  (  if φ∫∫∫= dVnlN cal 0
*0 )/(2 φσδ lN aσ

02= 0 is constant in the z-direction) is the loss 
term due to the population in the lower laser level. The relation (2.76) can then be solved to 
determine the output power of the laser. Equation (2.75) indicates that the total gain integrated 
over the laser distribution, which includes the pumped gain and reabsorption loss with ETU 
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effects, is equal to the round-trip loss. If the population-inversion density at threshold (2.72) is 
inserted into Eq. (2.56), the pump rate at threshold can be solved from 
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2.13 Thermal loading 
The presence of ETU effects will give rise to extra heat load in the laser crystal due to the 
multiphonon relaxation from the excited level back to the upper laser level. The fractional 
reduction FETU of the population-inversion distribution due to upconversion is taken from 
Eq. (2.71). The fractional thermal loading distribution is then expressed as [11,21]  

 ),,()),,(1(),,( ETUETU0 zyxFzyxFzyx +−= ξξ , (2.78) 

where ξ0 is the thermal loading when upconversion is absent, which under lasing conditions is 
taken as the quantum defect 15.0/1 ≈− LP λλ , where λP = 808 nm is the pump wavelength 
and λL = 946 nm is the laser wavelength. The first term in Eq. (2.78) is the thermal loading 
caused by the quantum defect and the second term is the contribution from the upconversion. 
For operation under nonlasing conditions, the thermal loading ξ0,NL has been determined to 
0.29 [10] (multiphonon processes to the ground state have been included) and the fractional 
reduction FETU,NL is taken from Eq. (2.74). The situation under nonlasing conditions, where 
significant extra heat load is generated compared to under lasing conditions has previously 
been analysed in detail in the literature [10,11]. 

2.14 Heat generation and thermal lensing 
When the fractional thermal loading has been determined from Eq. (2.78) with the extra 
contribution from ETU processes, the heat-source density  in the crystal (here, a 
cylindrical rod) is assumed to have the same shape as the absorbed pump light weighted by 
the thermal-loading distribution: 

),( zrQ
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In order to calculate the thermal lensing, we start by solving the steady-state temperature 
distribution  in the rod from the heat-conduction equation ),( zrT

 ),()),()(( zrQzrTTK −=∇−⋅∇ , (2.80) 

where the heat conductivity K(T) is given in the first approximation by [22] 
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where K0 is the heat conductivity at a reference (room) temperature T0. With boundary 
conditions, the heat equation can be solved numerically in a finite element (FE) analysis. 

The thermal lensing is an effect of the inhomogeneous distributions of temperature, 
strain and displacement in the laser crystal. They cause a change of the refractive index at 
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each point in it. For light propagating through the crystal, this results in a variation of the 
phase fronts. The optical path difference (OPD) in the crystal is expressed as an equivalent 
distance in free space, and for a paraxial beam propagating in the z-direction it is defined as 
[23,24]  
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where χ is the thermooptic coefficient 
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The first term is the thermal dispersion  and the second term is due to the thermal 
expansion along the z-axis, where ν is Poisson’s ratio and α

dTdn /
T is the thermal-expansion 

coefficient. The parameter Cα is varying in the range (0,1) and takes into account that the 
crystal cannot freely expand in the longitudinal direction, if a transversely localised 
temperature increase occurs [10]. The third term is the stress-induced birefringence, where 
Cr,ϕ is the photoelastic coefficient. It is often small and can be neglected. 

The focal length fth of the thermal lens associated with the optical path difference 
OPD(r) is given by [25] 
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For a cylindrical laser crystal, end-pumped with a Gaussian beam (Sect. 3), the result is 
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if upconversion effects are ignored. Under nonlasing conditions, significant extra heat is 
generated and the thermal lensing has been shown to be much stronger [10,11], at least a 
factor 2 in Nd:YAG at 1064 nm. 
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3 Simulations of end-pumped quasi-three-level lasers including 
energy-transfer upconversion 

3.1 Gaussian beam pumping 
In order to study the influence of upconversion on the performance of the laser in the simplest 
case, we assume that the transverse modes of the pump and laser modes are TEM00 Gaussian 
beams with negligible diffraction in the gain medium. Then the normalised pump distribution 
in Eq. (2.29) is given by 
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where wP is the pump-beam radius, and the normalised photon density in free space from 
Eq. (2.47) is given by 
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where wL is the laser-beam radius. The photon density in the laser crystal with refractive 
index n is n times higher than that of free space. 

We will use the same normalised parameters as in Risk [15] and Moulton [26]: 
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In addition, we define the following parameter in order to include the upconversion effects: 
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Substituting these parameters (3.3)–(3.8) into Eq. (2.77) gives an implicit expression for F: 
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  (3.9) 

where a is the ratio of pump- and laser-beam waists, F is a normalised variable proportional to 
pump power, S is a normalised variable proportional to internal laser power, B is the ratio of 
reabsorption loss to fixed cavity loss, and U is a normalised variable proportional to 
upconversion loss. 

The laser threshold is determined by letting S = 0 in Eq. (3.9) and can then be solved 
from: 
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We can now use the analysis above with the five normalised key parameters: beam 
overlap a, pump power F, laser power S, reabsorption loss B and upconversion effects U, in 
order to get an understanding of the laser performance.  

3.2 Output performance 
In Paper III, I have calculated how the laser threshold and laser power is influenced by the 
combined effect of reabsorption loss and upconversion effects. Especially, the effect of 
varying the ratio of pump- and laser-beam waists a was studied in order to find optimum 
pump-focusing conditions. In the definitions of normalised pump power F (3.5) and 
normalised laser power S (3.6), it is seen that the laser-mode radius wL is included. For fixed 
parameters F and S, it is thus clear that it is rather the pump-mode radius wP that is changed 
when  is varied. In this section, the pump mode’s influence on the laser 
performance is studied, whereas the dependence of laser-mode size will be studied in 
Sect. 4.1. 

LP wwa /=

The threshold Fth is determined by solving Eq. (3.10) numerically and is plotted versus 
the pump-to-laser-mode ratio a for different degrees of upconversion effects U. In Fig. 3.1, 
the result is shown for a laser experiencing reabsorption loss (B = 1). With no upconversion 
present (U = 0), it is well known that the optimum laser performance is achieved when 

. When U > 0, the threshold is increased dramatically when ( ) because 
the upconversion is very strong at high pump intensity. This will degrade the population in the 
upper laser level, causing extra heat generation when a is low; the optimum seems to be 
around a = 0.5. The increase on threshold due to ETU effects is larger when B = 1 than when 
B = 0. The explanation for this behaviour is that below threshold, the positive part of the 
population-inversion density (2.68) is decreasing depending on the strength of upconversion. 
In addition, if a constant lower level density  is present, that reduction in population 
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Fig. 3.1. Normalised threshold as function of the mode waist ratio LP wwa /=  for different values of the 
upconversion parameter U for a laser experiencing reabsorption loss B = 1. 

inversion gets more significant. Hence, less positive gain is available, which leads to a higher 
threshold. 

To calculate the normalised laser power S, it is necessary to solve Eq. (3.9) 
numerically at a particular pump power F. In Fig. 3.2, the laser power is plotted versus the 
pump-to-laser-mode ratio a for different U, F = 200 and B = 1. The optimum performance 
seems to be for values of a between around 0.3 and 1. In this area, the laser power is only 
slightly reduced by upconversion effects. How upconversion influences the population-
inversion density for some values of a is discussed in Sect. 3.3. 

Conclusions are that the impact of upconversion is large particularly on the threshold, 
and that there is a significant difference between a four-level laser and a quasi-three-level 
laser. Choosing the right pump-to-laser-mode ratio is crucial for optimum output performance 
of an end-pumped laser when ETU effects are included. 

3.3 Extra heat generated by energy-transfer upconversion 
We will now give some numerical examples of how extra heat is generated by the ETU 
processes. First, we study how the spatial distribution of the population-inversion ∆N (and 
hence the gain) is influenced by ETU for two cases of pump-to-laser-mode ratio a. In Fig. 3.3, 
the normalised radial distributions of the population inversion are shown for different values 
of U and F = 200, S = 200 and B = 1. Upconversion is reducing ∆N in all cases, but the 
distribution is strongly dependent of a and saturation of gain is strong for . For a = 0.2, 
there is hardly any change in shape of the gain but it is reduced due to the strong pump 
intensity when upconversion is included. For a = 2, the gain is heavily saturated by the laser 
mode, primarily in the centre of the gain distribution. Unsaturated gain is still available 
essentially outside the laser distribution, which may cause higher-order transverse modes to 
oscillate as is further investigated in Sect. 4.2. When upconversion is present, the unsaturated 
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Fig. 3.2. Normalised internal laser power as function of the mode waist ratio LP wwa /=  for different values 
of the upconversion parameter U for a laser experiencing reabsorption loss B = 1. The normalised pump power is 
F = 200. 

gain in the wings is decreasing considerably. Aside from being saturated from the laser field, 
the gain is also reduced from the upconversion distribution proportional to the absorbed 
pump, which is likewise saturated by the laser field in the centre, and hence ETU is strongest 
away from centre. This explains why the saturated gain is primarily reduced in the wings by 
ETU processes. 
 Equation (2.69) shows that it is interesting to study the ratio of the positive parts of ∆N 
and ∆Nno ETU, since the fractional reduction of excited ions FETU is one minus this ratio. From 
Fig. 3.3, one can get an idea of how the radial distributions of FETU should look like, by 
studying the curves where ETU is included and compare them to the curve where U = 0. The 
calculated result of FETU is shown in Fig. 3.4. In each plot, the radial pump distribution is 
displayed for comparison, since the final generated heat is a multiplication between FETU and 
the pump distribution. For a = 0.2, FETU is distributed in the centre and will contribute to extra 
heat significantly. For a = 2, FETU in the centre is low, but is increasing rapidly in the wings, 
which are partly overlapping the laser distribution, resulting in extra heat. 
 The conclusion is that under lasing conditions extra heat is generated in the presence 
of ETU processes. This extra heat generation is particularly strong in the wings of a saturated 
gain profile when the pump mode is larger than the laser mode. 
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Fig. 3.3. Radial distribution of the normalised population-inversion density (integrated over z) under lasing 
conditions for F = 200, S = 200, B = 1, and different values of U: (a) a = 0.2, (b) a = 2. Units on vertical axis are 
arbitrary, but consistent from figure to figure. The laser field profile is indicated by the dashed line. 
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Fig. 3.4. Radial distribution of FETU (integrated and taken as mean over z) under lasing conditions for F = 200, 
S = 200, B = 1, and different values of U: (a) a = 0.2, (b) a = 2. The pump field profile is indicated by the dash-
dotted line and is shown constant for all figures. 
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4 Application to quasi-three-level Nd:YAG lasers 

4.1 Output performance of 946 nm Nd:YAG lasers 
Here, we apply the foregoing model in Sect. 2.12 to a laser that exhibit reabsorption loss and 
the influence of energy-transfer upconversion. The laser studied is operating on the 
4F3/2 → 4I9/2 transition at 946 nm in Nd:YAG. The results were presented in Papers II and III, 
and are summarised here. 

The laser rod is a transversally directly water-cooled composite rod with a diameter of 
3 mm, a 5 mm long doped middle section and with two undoped end-caps each 5 mm in 
length. The end-caps allow for a longitudinal heat flow when the crystal is heated by the 
pump, which reduces the thermal effects. The pump was a high-brightness fibre-coupled laser 
diode array. The maximum power at 808 nm reaching the laser rod after the pump optics and 
the in-coupling mirror was slightly above 20 W. The laser was built as a simple plane-plane 
cavity with an out-coupling mirror of 6% transmission. With this resonator design, the pump 
threshold was about 4 W and the average slope efficiency was 37% with respect to incident 
power. The maximum output power was 6.5 W with a beam-quality factor (beam-propagation 
factor) of 2M  = 4.6. 

Using an 2M  factor, the higher order transverse-mode beam from the diode-pump 
laser is described as a Gaussian beam with the distribution (3.1), where the pump-beam radius 
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where wP0 = 100 µm is the pump beam waist, λP = 808 nm is the pump wavelength,  = 54 
is the beam-quality factor of the pump source and z

2
PM

P0 is the focusing distance of the pump 
beam from the entrance surface of the active medium. The laser-beam distribution is given by 
Eq. (3.2) where the beam radius wL of the laser beam with Gaussian intensity profile is 
approximated to be constant throughout the active medium. 

The output power Pout is solved from the implicit expression for the photon number Φ 
(2.76) at different pump powers with the use of Eqs. (2.28) and (2.44). When the pump 
distribution is fixed, the output performance of the laser is strongly dependent on the laser-
mode size. In Fig. 4.1, the output power has been calculated versus wL for four different pump 
powers: 6.9, 11.6, 16.3 and 20.6 W. For these pump levels, we have experimental data on 
output power, beam quality and focal length of the thermal lens. The following parameters 
have been used in the calculations: fa = 0.0074, fb = 0.6, Nd = 1.5 × 10–20 cm–3 (1.1% doping 
concentration) [18], n = 1.82, τ = 230 µs [14], σ = 5.1 × 1020 cm2 [27], W = 2.8 × 10–16 cm3s-1 
[6], l = 5 mm, lc = 17 mm,  = 29.3 mm, T = 6%, L = 2% and z*

cl P0 = 0 mm. The reabsorption-
loss term is calculated to δl = 5.7% and the total round-trip loss including the reabsorption-
loss term is then 13.7%. We determined the absorption coefficient α experimentally to about 
3 cm–1 and the fraction of the pump power absorbed in the crystal is then 78%. The output 
power in Fig. 4.1 is reaching its maximum value for a laser-beam radius in the range of 
100–200 µm, with an increasing trend for higher powers. For every pump level, there seems 
to exist a preferred laser beam size wL, which maximises the output power. It is interesting to 
compare this behaviour with the calculations in Sect. 3.2. If the pump-beam radius (4.1) 
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Fig. 4.1. Calculated output power including the influence of ETU at 946 nm versus laser mode radius wL for 
different pump powers PP. 

through the crystal is weighted with )exp( zα− , the average pump-beam radius gets 
wP = 187 µm. If we compare with Fig. 3.2, we can se that the predicted case where the output 
power approaches zero when a is low is not reached, unless the laser-beam radius is kept very 
high. In order to study this effect, we need a pump source with better beam quality that allows 
tighter focusing throughout the crystal. If the laser beam radius is set to wL = 150 µm, the 
normalised parameters are calculated as a = 1.25, B = 0.71, U = 0.67, F = 54 and S = 34. It 
should be pointed out, that in Sect. 3.2, the variation of the pump-mode size was studied, 
whereas here the pump-mode size is kept constant and the dependence of the laser-mode size 
is investigated. 

4.2 Thermal lensing and laser beam quality degradation 
In a plane-plane cavity, the laser-beam size is strongly dependent of the thermal lensing. We 
will here study thermal lensing, its dependence of the laser-mode size and its influence on the 
laser beam quality. A simple model for the degradation in beam quality from saturated gain 
effects is also proposed. 

In order to calculate the thermal lensing, we start by solving the steady-state 
temperature distribution  in the composite rod from the heat-conduction equation 
(2.80) with Eqs. (2.79) and (2.81), where K

),( zrT
0 = 13 Wm–1K–1 [22] is the heat conductivity at the 

reference temperature T0 = 300 K. The boundary conditions at the end surfaces are defined by 
a heat flow to the stagnant ambient air with the heat-transfer coefficient set to 27.5 Wm–2 
[28]. The temperature of the air and the cooling water was assumed to be the same, that is 
293 K, and the heat transfer at the cylindrical surface in contact with the cooling water was 
assumed to be so efficient that the temperature was set to a constant 293 K as the boundary 
condition. The heat-conduction equation is then solved numerically in a two-dimensional 
finite element (FE) analysis (radius r and length z as co-ordinates). 
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As the maximum temperature in the crystal at intense pumping is believed to deviate 
greatly from the surrounding, temperature-dependent data of  is included (Paper III). 
At the reference temperature 300 K,  is then equal to 8.7 × 10

dTdn /
dTdn / –6 K–1. In our example 

with a composite rod with undoped end-caps, the thermal expansion close to the end-surfaces 
is very low. Thus, the end-effect is neglected and the thermooptic coefficient in (2.83) is set 
equal to the thermal dispersion . dTdn /

Two different causes for degradation of beam quality in a laser medium are studied: 
first, an aberrated thermal lens, and then, a transversally varying saturated gain. In order to 
study an aberrated thermal lens and its influence on the degradation of beam quality, the 
effect of quartic phase aberrations on beam quality in a spherical lens is analysed. According 
to Siegman [29], when a laser beam with initial beam-quality factor  propagates through a 
thermal lens of focal length f

2
iM

th and quartic-aberration coefficient C4, where the optical path 
difference OPD(r) from Eq. (2.82) is given by 

 4
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2
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+−=− , (4.2) 

then the degradation in beam quality is given by the resultant beam-quality factor 

 22222 )()( qir MMM += , (4.3) 

where  is the additional contribution to the beam-quality factor caused by the quartic 
phase-aberration effects. For a laser beam with Gaussian intensity profile it is given by 
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Strictly, the analysis above is valid for a single-pass of a beam through a laser rod. In a laser 
resonator, the situation is more complicated with a double-pass per round-trip and with the 
gain profile acting as a spatial filter. Still, this model gives a rough estimation of the beam 
quality degradation caused by thermally induced phase aberrations. 

With the standard ABCD method [30], the beam radius wL,00 of the fundamental 
TEM00 mode in the laser cavity can be determined for a given focal length fth of the thermal 
lens, calculated from the resulting OPD (4.2) from the finite element analysis. To treat the 
multimode behaviour in the same manner as the fundamental mode, the concept of the 
embedded fundamental mode is used. The multimode beam radius wL is defined from the 
beam radius of the embedded fundamental mode wL,00 as [30] 

 2
00, LLL Mww = , (4.5) 

where  is the beam-quality factor of  the multimode beam. In order to model how the laser 
beam is degraded when passing through a transversally varying saturated gain in the laser 
crystal, rather complicated calculations in a Fox and Li iteration procedure [12] could be 
done, where fast Fourier transform (FFT) methods are used and the saturated gain is acting as 
a soft spatial aperture [31]. Instead, a very simple method is suggested here. By studying 
Fig. 4.1, it is clear that it exists a preferred radius of the laser beam, which maximises the 
output power. On the other hand, if this laser-beam radius is small (smaller than the pump 

2
LM
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radius), we know from Fig. 3.3 that higher-order modes are likely to oscillate due to gain 
saturation; that is the beam-quality factor is greater than one and hence from Eq. (4.5), the 
(multimode) laser-beam radius is increasing. Therefore, at steady-state, the laser mode is 
assumed to approach its preferred beam radius wL, which maximises the output power, and 
then the beam-quality factor is calculated as 

 
2

00,

2
⎟
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⎞
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⎝

⎛
=

L

L
L w

w
M , (4.6) 

where the fundamental mode radius wL,00 is determined by the resonator design (and the 
power of the thermal lens). If the fundamental mode radius is greater than the preferred beam 
radius, only the fundamental mode is assumed to oscillate at wL = wL,00, and the beam-quality 
factor is set to one. The above model gives quite accurate results for the plane-plane cavity, 
since the optimum laser-mode size is increasing and the fundamental mode size is decreasing 
at high pump powers; that is the beam-quality factor is increasing in agreement with the 
experiments. 

So far in this section, we have performed a theoretical investigation how to calculate 
the thermal lensing and the beam quality degradation in a laser crystal. Let us now return to 
the experimental example in Sect. 4.1 and start by investigating the radial dependence of the 
thermal properties in the laser crystal at maximum pump power 20.6 W (absorbed pump 
power 16.0 W), and for three different laser-beam radii wL: 50, 100 and 200 µm. The 
population-inversion density is more saturated in the centre for smaller laser modes. Fig. 4.2 
shows the corresponding fractional thermal loading ξ from Eq. (2.78). For a large laser mode 
wL = 200 µm, the extra heat load from ETU is large in the centre (total generated heat 3.1 W). 
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Fig. 4.2. Radial distribution of the fractional thermal loading ξ (integrated and taken as mean over z) under 
lasing conditions for 20.6 W of pump power and different values of laser mode radius wL. 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 4.3. Temperature distributions in the Nd:YAG crystal at 20.6 W pump power: (a) wL = 50 µm, Tmax = 361 K, 
(b) wL = 200 µm, Tmax = 334 K. 

For wL = 100 µm, the extra heat load is small in the centre and large in the wings quite far out 
from the pump distribution and the influence on the heat source density is therefore rather 
small (total generated heat 3.4 W). For a small laser mode wL = 50 µm, the extra heat load is 
very large in the wings closer to the centre of the pump distribution, which gives a significant 
contribution to the heat source density in the wings (total generated heat 5.7 W). The heat 
conduction equation (2.80) was solved and the resulting temperature distributions are plotted 
for two cases in Fig. 4.3 (a)–(b). The temperature rise is greatest for wL = 50 µm as expected 
from the high heat load (maximum temperature 361 K). For wL = 200 µm, the maximum 
temperature is 334 K. The thermal lensing is calculated by using the optical path difference 
from Eq. (2.82), and making the polynomial fit in Eq. (4.2) over the range of the average 
pump radius wP = 187 µm (dashed lines). The results for the focal lengths of the thermal lens 
are: fth = 21 mm for wL = 50 µm, fth = 40 mm for wL = 100 µm, and fth = 30 mm for 
wL = 200 µm. The measured thermal focal length was 35 mm at full power. The thermal 
lensing for wL = 200 µm is stronger than for wL = 100 µm, because OPD(r) gets more curved 
near the centre of the crystal, although the OPD in the centre is a little smaller in this case. 
Notice that the above polynomial fit gives slightly varying results for fth and C4 depending on 
how the radial range of OPD(r) is chosen. The interval over the average pump radius was 
chosen in order to cover as much as possible of the range where the thermal lensing is strong, 
while still keeping an accurate fit to the OPD. 

We can now study the performance of the laser as a function of the laser-beam radius 
for different pump levels. We have already simulated the output power in Fig. 4.1. The 
corresponding thermal focal lengths are shown in Fig. 4.4. According to these calculations, 
for all pump levels there seems to exist a point where the thermal lens is weakest when there 
are ETU effects present. If ETU effects were not included, the thermal lensing would not have 
been dependent of the laser-mode size. The beam radius of the fundamental mode is 
calculated from the thermal lens and the resonator configuration with the ABCD method. 
From these calculations and Eq. (4.6), the degradation in beam quality from saturated gain 
effects is calculated and the result is shown in Fig. 4.5 (solid lines). The degradation in beam 
quality from thermally induced quartic phase aberrations, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), is shown as 
dashed lines, and it is seen that this effect gives a smaller influence on the beam-quality factor 
for moderate sizes of the laser beam. Thus, according to these calculations, the saturated gain 
profile is the cause for higher-order modes to oscillate, rather than thermally induced phase 
aberrations. 
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Fig. 4.4. Calculated focal length fth of the thermal lens including ETU under lasing conditions at 946 nm versus 
laser mode radius wL for different pump powers PP. 
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Fig. 4.5. Calculated beam-quality factor 2M  of the laser beam at 946 nm versus laser mode radius wL for 
different pump powers PP. Solid lines: degradation in beam-quality from saturated gain effects; dashed lines: 
degradation in beam-quality from thermally induced quartic phase aberrations. 
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We now have the tools to simulate the output performance and thermal effects of the 
laser at steady state as a function of pump power. For every pump level, the output power and 
thermal lensing are calculated for a range of laser-beam radii. Then, the multimode laser-
beam radius is selected such that it optimises the output power (if the thermal lens is strong 
enough to accomplish this beam radius) and the corresponding thermal lens and beam quality 
are determined. In Fig. 4.6, the calculated output power is shown, together with the measured 
power from the experiments (circles) and a comparison with the calculated power where ETU 
effects are not included (dashed line). The simulations are in excellent agreement with the 
experiment with rather little difference from the case where ETU effects are not included. 
Figure 4.7 shows the dioptric power Dth of the thermal lens ( ). When upconversion 
is included, the thermal lensing is clearly stronger. The agreement with the experiments is 
quite good, at least for high powers. For low powers, the model presented might have 
overestimated the thermal lensing, but there were only four points measured, so the 
conclusions are quite uncertain. In addition, the slope of the measured thermal dioptric power 
seems to be steeper than the one calculated here. The modelling of the beam quality is in very 
good agreement with the measurements of this plane-plane resonator, as seen in Fig. 4.8. The 
calculations were made with a step of 2 W for the pump power and a step of 2 µm for finding 
the optimum multimode beam radius in Fig. 4.1, and there is a numerical error in the 
calculated output power of about ±0.005 W. If the optimum multimode beam radius w

1−= thth fD

L is 
determined within ±5 µm, the resulting error in the calculated beam quality is about ±0.3, 
explaining the roughness of the curve in Fig. 4.8. 

In order to reduce the dependence of the thermal lensing and to control the laser-beam 
size, a linear cavity with a curved out-coupling mirror of radius 200 mm and transmission 6% 
was built (Paper II). The laser-beam size for this cavity is closer to the optimum size at high 
power (Fig. 4.1), than for the plane-plane cavity. While giving a high maximum laser power 
of 5.8 W at 946 nm, the beam-quality factor was improved to 2M  = 1.7. 
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Fig. 4.6. Output power at 946 nm versus input power. Circles: measured power; solid line: calculated power 
including ETU; dashed line: calculated power not including ETU. 
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Fig. 4.7. Dioptric power Dth of the thermal lens under lasing conditions at 946 nm versus input power. Circles: 
measured values; solid line: calculated values including ETU; dashed line: calculated values not including ETU. 
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Fig. 4.8. Beam-quality factor 2M  of laser beam at 946 nm versus input power. Circles: measured values; solid 
line: calculated values including ETU; dashed line: calculated values not including ETU. 
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4.3 Frequency selection of the 938.5 nm transition in a Nd:YAG laser 
Efficient operation of a Nd:YAG laser at 938.5 nm was reported in Paper I. The 938.5 nm and 
the 946 nm laser lines in Nd:YAG both have the same lower laser level (Fig. 1.1). The 
938.5 nm line has a stimulated emission cross section of about 4.8 × 10–20 cm2 [27], which is 
about 0.9 times that of the 946 nm line. Suppression of the much stronger transition at 
1.06 µm can be achieved by using appropriate dielectric mirrors. To suppress lasing at the 
946 nm line in favour of the 938.5 nm line, we have used frequency selection provided by an 
uncoated quartz etalon, inserted into the laser resonator as suggested in [32]. Selection of 
938.5 nm (or 946 nm) laser operation was performed by simply tilting the 150 µm thick fused 
quartz etalon. Simultaneous operation of both laser lines at 938.5 nm and 946 nm could also 
be observed for certain tilt angles of the etalon. 
 The highest output power was achieved using a linear cavity with a concave output 
mirror with radius of curvature 200 mm and transmission 6%. Fig. 4.9 shows the output 
power for the 938.5 nm transition versus the incident pump power at room temperature. The 
average slope efficiency is 24% with respect to incident power. At high pump power at 
around 15 W, higher order modes started to lase, causing a slight degradation in beam quality. 
However, at maximum output power of 3.9 W (18.5 W of pump power) the beam was still 
close to diffraction limited ( 2M  = 1.4). At even higher pump power above 18.5 W, the 
stronger laser lines 946 nm and 1064 nm started to oscillate, instead of the 938.5 nm. 

The laser emission spectrum was investigated with an optical spectrum analyser and it 
was confirmed that there was no emission on the much higher gain transitions around 
1.06 µm. The spectra showed a FWHM of ~ 0.3 nm for the 938.5 nm line (quite independent 
on the tilt angle of the etalon) as well as for the 946 nm laser with and without the etalon, with 
no significant change over the range of powers covered. This indicates that the etalon with a 
free spectral range (FSR = λ2 / 2nd; n – refractive index, d – etalon thickness) of about 2 nm 
has acted as expected only as a line selector and not as a mode selector. 
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Fig. 4.9. Generated power at 938.5 nm versus input power. 
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4.4 Direct pumping of a 946 nm Nd:YAG laser 
Traditional pumping at 808 nm into the 4F5/2 pump band, above the upper laser level 4F3/2, 
induces a parasitic quantum defect between the pump and the emitting laser levels. On the 
other hand, resonant pumping directly into the emitting level at either 869 nm (ground-state 
direct pumping) or 885 nm (thermally boosted pumping from thermally excited ground-state 
levels) reduces the total quantum defect between the pump and the laser emission 
wavelengths. This leads to a decrease in the heat generated in the laser material, thus reducing 
the thermal effects induced by optical pumping. Direct pumping of a 946 nm Nd:YAG laser 
provides an attractive alternative, because it reduces these thermal effects by a factor of 
around two compared to traditional pumping, as the quantum defect is 0.15 for 808-nm 
pumping, 0.08 for 869-nm pumping and 0.065 for 885-nm pumping, respectively. 

For the four-level transition at 1064 nm in Nd:YAG, efficient laser emission has been 
reported in the last years for ground-state direct pumping at 869 nm and thermally boosted 
pumping at 885 nm under both Ti:sapphire and diode-laser pumping [33–36]. However, 
directly pumped lasers operating on the quasi-three-level transition at 946 nm have been 
reported under Ti:sapphire pumping only [37,38]. Here, we demonstrate for the first time a 
946-nm Nd:YAG laser under direct pumping by diodes (Paper IV). 

A fibre-bundle-coupled 869-nm diode laser from Spectra-Physics Lasers was used, in 
order to examine the performance of a 946-nm Nd:YAG laser under direct diode pumping. 
The fibre bundle consists of 19 fibres with a diameter of about 200 µm resulting in a total 
bundle diameter of 1.1 mm. The numerical aperture (NA) is 0.12, the maximum pump power 
after the pump optics is about 23 W, M 2 is about 160 and the spectral bandwidth is about 
3 nm (FWHM) at 869 nm. The main disadvantage of resonant pumping is the lower 
absorption coefficient compared to that for traditional pumping at 808 nm. For a similar 
composite rod with a 5 mm long 1.1% Nd:YAG middle section used in Sect. 4.1, we 
measured the absorption coefficient of the pump diode at 869 nm to be 0.97 cm–1 (38% 
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Fig. 4.10. Output power at 946 nm vs. absorbed pump power for direct pumping at 869 nm. 
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absorption). The reabsorption loss in a quasi-three-level laser makes longer crystals aiming at 
an enhanced absorption of the pump unsuitable for the 946-nm laser. The reabsorption loss at 
threshold for this 5 mm long crystal is 5.7% (Sect 4.1). 

We focused the pump beam to around 200 µm inside the water-cooled composite 
crystal and a two-mirror cavity with a plane in-coupling mirror was employed. The results are 
presented in Fig. 4.10 for the two out-coupling mirrors we tested. The resonator length was 
28 mm for both OC mirrors. For a plane OC with 3% transmission at 946 nm, the absorbed 
power threshold was about 2.5 W and the maximum output power at 946 nm was 1.1 W. The 
slope efficiency with respect to absorbed pump power was about 18%. For a concave OC with 
50 mm radius of curvature and 3% transmission, the absorbed power threshold was about 
1.8 W and a maximum output power of 1.6 W at 946 nm was achieved. The slope efficiency 
with respect to absorbed power is now about 24%. 

The slope efficiencies are rather low, much lower than the Stokes efficiency 
LPS λλη /=  (0.92), and the reason for this is that the round-trip loss of these cavities (about 

1.5%) is quite high with respect to the relatively low out-coupling (3%) and that the mode 
overlap is not optimised. The slope efficiency for a quasi-three-level laser with respect to 
absorbed power ao−η  can be written with a similar expression to Eq. (2.58) as [15] 

 
dF
dS

LT
T

Sao ηη
+

=− , (4.7) 

where dS / dF is the normalised slope efficiency with respect to the normalised F (3.5) and S 
(3.6) parameters. dS / dF depends on the overlap between the pump mode and the laser mode, 
the saturable reabsorption loss and the pump intensity. From Eq. (4.7), we can calculate 
dS / dF to 39% for the direct-pumped laser with highest output power. For comparison, we 
see that the 946-nm laser pumped at 808 nm in Sect. 4.1 with %48=−aoη  has a normalised 
slope efficiency of 74%. The tighter focusing of the 808-nm pump diode resulted in an almost 
two times higher dS / dF, which shows the importance of a high-brightness pump diode. 
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5 Generation of blue light by second harmonic generation 

5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the quasi-three-level laser at 946 nm in Nd:YAG is used for generation of blue 
light in periodically poled KTiOPO4 (PPKTP). A summary of nonlinear optics, second 
harmonic generation and quasi-phasematching in PPKTP is presented here. A more detailed 
description of the nonlinear optics and the manufacturing of PPKTP can be found in [39,40]. 

5.2 Nonlinear optics 
The interaction between an electromagnetic wave and a dielectric material results in an 
induced polarisation field in the material. Normally, the response is linear, so that several 
waves can propagate through the material without any interaction with each other. However, 
at high field intensities, the waves will disturb the electron cloud and the induced polarisation 
will exhibit nonlinear properties, the polarisation Cartesian components Pi are then expressed 
as a series expansion 

 , (5.1) K+++= lkjijklkjijkjiji EEEEEEP )3(
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)2(
0
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0 χεχεχε

where Ej is the electric field components, ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum,  is the linear 

susceptibility tensor and  are the higher order nonlinear susceptibility tensors. The 

second-order nonlinear susceptibility , which can only exist in materials that lack a centre 
of inversion, is responsible for many interesting effects. Several waves of different 
frequencies can interact with each other in the material, under the condition of energy 
conservation. In this way, it is possible to obtain frequency conversion. There are mainly two 
types of frequency-conversion processes (Fig. 5.1): (1) two input photons are added or 
subtracted into one photon of higher or lower energy; this process includes second harmonic 
generation (SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG) and difference frequency generation 
(DFG), (2) one input photon results in two photons of lower energies; this process includes 
optical parametric oscillation (OPO), optical parametric amplification (OPA) and optical 
parametric generation (OPG). In this thesis, only second harmonic generation is used. 
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Fig. 5.1. Frequency conversion processes in a second-order nonlinear medium. 
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The second-order susceptibility is often replaced by the second-order nonlinear 
d-tensor: 

 . (5.2) ijkijk d2)2( =χ

The dijk-tensor can be reduced to a 3 × 6-element matrix [13]. Assuming plane waves in the z-
direction in the material and invoking the slowly varying envelope approximation, Maxwell’s 
equation for an electromagnetic wave will be reduced to [13]  
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where E1 and E2 are two incident fields at frequencies ω1 and ω2, generating a third field E3 at 
frequency 213 ωωω ±= , αi are the loss coefficients, ni are the refractive indices at frequency 
ωi, deff is the effective nonlinear coefficient and ∆k is the phase mismatch 
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which is a key factor for the efficiency of a nonlinear process. 

5.3 Second harmonic generation 
In the case of second harmonic generation (SHG), the generated frequency is twice the 
fundamental frequency, FSH ωω 2= , and Eq. (5.5) then becomes in a loss-less medium 
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where L is the length of the crystal, A is the beam spot area and λF is the wavelength of the 
fundamental wave. The second harmonic power is quadratic to the fundamental power and to 
the length of the crystal and has the sinc2 dependence as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.2. Second harmonic power dependence of phasematching. 

For Gaussian beams, the optimal focusing can be obtained by using the Boyd-
Kleinman analysis for SHG with circular beams [41]. With the focusing parameter ξ, this 
analysis imposes that the beam waist w0 inside the crystal should be 
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If there is no birefringent beam walk-off in the crystal, the optimal focusing for maximum 
SHG power is when ξ = 2.84. 

5.4 Quasi-phasematching 
The sinc2 behaviour of the second harmonic power (5.8) requires that the phase mismatch ∆k 
is zero for optimum conversion efficiency. For SHG, the phase mismatch (5.6) is 
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, (5.10) 

and the phasematching condition 0=∆k  is normally not fulfilled due to material dispersion. 
The length Lc inside the crystal, which yields a phase mismatch of π is called the coherence 
length 

 
k

Lc ∆
=

π . (5.11) 

At this point forward, the energy will start to flow from the second harmonic wave back to the 
wave at the fundamental frequency. One way to obtain high conversion efficiency over long 
crystal lengths is to use anisotropic materials’ birefringence properties in birefringent 
phasematching. In this thesis, quasi-phasematching in periodically poled KTP has been used 
instead. A strong applied modulated electric field can flip the ferroelectric domains inside the 
crystal so that the effective nonlinearity alters between –deff and +deff. When the accumulated 
phase mismatch reaches π, the sign of the driving nonlinear susceptibility is reversed so that 
the phase mismatch is set to zero. This creates a stepwise growth in the output power along 
the crystal length as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.3. Second harmonic generation in a material with different phasematching conditions: (a) perfect 
phasematching, ∆k = 0, throughout the entire crystal; (b) first-order quasi-phasematching in a crystal where the 
spontaneous polarisation is reversed every coherence length; (c) the material has no phasematching at all. The 
dotted line is “line (a)” multiplied by the appropriate factor (2 /π)2 for first order QPM [40]. 

Quasi-phasematching is obtained when the period Λ of the modulation is chosen such 
that one of the spatial harmonics compensates for the phase mismatch [33]: 

 
k

m
∆

=Λ
π2 , (5.12) 

where m = 1, 2, … is the order of the QPM process. There are two types of phasematching: in 
type-I, both the incident photons have the same polarisation; in type-II, the polarisation 
vectors are orthogonal. The effective nonlinear coefficient for type-I QPM in PPKTP is given 
by 

 Dmd
m

d π
π

sin2
33eff = , (5.13) 

where  is the duty-cycle of a rectangular structure, where LΛ= /pLD p is the length of the 
section that has a positive sign of the nonlinear coefficient. Obviously, the largest value deff is 
obtained for first-order QPM with a duty-cycle of 50%. Such crystals were used in this thesis. 

QPM crystals are normally temperature-tuned, since both the crystal length L and the 
phase mismatch (5.10) in the sinc2 function in Eq. (5.8) are temperature dependent. According 
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to Fejer et al. [42], the SHG power of the temperature-tuned crystal follows the sinc2 shape of 
Fig. 5.2 with a FWHM acceptance bandwidth 
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where αT is the thermal expansion coefficient of the material. 

5.5 Intracavity second harmonic generation 
Instead of SHG with a single pass of the fundamental laser beam through the nonlinear 
crystal, it is of interest to make SHG in an intracavity configuration in order to utilise the high 
internal intensity and enhance the conversion efficiency. A Z-folded four-mirror cavity as 
shown in Fig. 5.5, enables the necessary separate optimisation of the laser resonator mode in 
the laser crystal and in the nonlinear crystal. A problem reported with intracavity-doubled 
lasers with several longitudinal modes is large amplitude fluctuations and longitudinal mode 
instabilities, known as the “green problem” [43]. The instabilities arise from coupling of the 
longitudinal modes by sum-frequency generation in the nonlinear crystal. 

5.6 Frequency doubling of Nd:YAG lasers to 473 nm 
For efficient frequency doubling to blue light at 473 nm of the laser light at 946 nm, we used 
periodically poled KTP (Paper II). In an early experiment, single-pass extra-cavity second 
harmonic generation was done. By inserting a thin Brewster plate polariser into a simple 
plane-plane cavity, we selected a linear polarised output with a maximum power of 2.75 W. 
The output mirror transmission was 6%. The rather low output power could be due to the poor 
optical quality of the glass plate used as a Brewster plate at this time. 
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Fig. 5.4. Generated power at 473 nm versus fundamental power for single-pass extra-cavity frequency doubling. 
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Fig. 5.5. Schematic laser resonator design for intracavity frequency doubling. 

The uncoated PPKTP crystal had dimensions 20 × 5 × 1 mm (Cobolt AB). The 
946 nm radiation was focused in the doubling crystal using an f = 100 mm lens. Fig. 5.4 
shows the CW power at 473 nm versus incident fundamental power, revealing a dependence 
close to the expected quadratic behaviour. The operating temperature for first-order quasi-
phasematching was about 29 °C. Taking into account the Fresnel losses, the maximum 
internal power at the fundamental wave was 2.4 W (2.6 W incident) and the maximum 
internal power at 473 nm was 135 mW (125 mW external). From these values, a normalised 
conversion efficiency of 1.2% W–1cm–1 can be deduced. 

For intracavity frequency doubling, we used a four-mirror cavity as schematically 
depicted in Fig. 5.5. This cavity type enables the necessary separate optimisation of the laser-
resonator mode in the laser crystal and in the nonlinear crystal. A thin quartz etalon was used 
as a Brewster plate for selection of polarised light. The frequency doubling crystal used this 
time was a PPKTP crystal with dimensions 20 × 2 × 1 mm (period Λ = 6.09 µm for first-order 
QPM) and it was AR-coated at both 946 nm and 473 nm (Cobolt AB). We achieved a CW 
power of more than 0.5 W at 473 nm in total output from two mirrors operating the PPKTP at 
a temperature of about 24 °C. We measured the beam-quality to 2M  = 5. The output light 
showed a quite stable behaviour (about 7% maximum power deviation over a few minutes) 
and did not show any large amplitude fluctuations on the very short time scale (“green 
problem”) [43]. The length of the resonator was in the order of 30 cm. 

We believe that the laser mode neither in the nonlinear crystal, nor in the laser crystal 
was fully optimised. This resulted in a relatively low SHG power compared to the unpolarised 
6–7 W at 946 nm we have achieved in two-mirror cavities (Paper II). The work with blue 
lasers was done in 2001, but then we had a failure of our pump source and after that, the work 
with blue lasers has not been continued. 

5.7 Frequency doubling of Nd:YAG lasers to 469 nm 
By single-pass extra-cavity frequency doubling of the laser from Sect. 4.3 in a periodically 
poled KTP crystal, we achieved a maximum CW power of 88 mW at 469 nm (Paper I). The 
PPKTP had dimensions 15 × 2 × 1 mm and was AR-coated at both 938.5 nm and 469 nm 
(Cobolt AB). The unpolarised 938.5 nm radiation was focused in the doubling crystal using 
an f = 100 mm lens. The operating temperature for first-order quasi-phasematching (period 
Λ = 5.90 µm) was about 45 °C. The SHG power as a function of crystal temperature followed 
the expected sinc2 shape, and the bandwidth FWHM was about 3 K. From the fundamental 
power having the proper polarisation for type-I SHG (2 W), the SHG power, and the crystal 
length, a normalised conversion efficiency of 1.4% W–1cm–1 can be deduced. 
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 For intracavity frequency doubling, we used a similar four-mirror cavity as in Fig. 5.5, 
but with the etalon line selector present instead of the Brewster plate. The frequency-doubling 
crystal was a PPKTP crystal from the same batch as the one described above (period 
Λ = 5.90 µm, AR-coating at both 938.5 nm and 469 nm) but it was shorter than the one used 
for single-pass frequency doubling. The PPKTP had dimensions 5 × 2 × 1 mm. We achieved a 
CW power of slightly more than 200 mW at 469 nm in total output from two mirrors 
operating the PPKTP at room temperature. 
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6 Miniature lasers using silicon and polymer microbenches 
As it is a goal to make the our lasers compact, miniature Nd:YAG lasers in micro-structured 
carriers have been developed. Monolithic microchip lasers are compact, miniaturised lasers in 
a crystal medium, originally about 0.5 mm in length to achieve single-mode operation (as the 
mode separation is then longer than the spectral gain bandwidth), but have later been extended 
to lengths of several millimetres. They have a flat-flat cavity with mirrors deposited directly 
on the crystal surfaces. The monolithic microchip laser concept was invented by Zayhowski 
and Mooradian at Lincoln Laboratory, MIT around 1988 [44]. As the cavity is flat-flat and no 
beam-shaping elements are present in the cavity that can confine the beam, the stability of the 
laser resonator will be determined by thermal effects and gain gradients. Especially for high 
pump powers, the thermal effects will be significant, leading to distortion of the laser mode 
and even fracture of the crystal. Therefore, the laser must be efficiently cooled at high powers. 

An optical microbench concept has been developed at Acreo and KTH [45]. It consists 
of an etched V-groove in a silicon carrier, where crystals diced from mirror-coated wafers in 
rhombic shapes to fit in the V-groove are used. Using wet-etching, the V-grooves have a 
bottom angle of 70.5º. The crystals are 3 to 4 mm long and has a cross-section of 1 mm 
(Fig. 6.1). For good thermal contact, an evaporated indium-film is used to fix the crystal in the 
V-groove. The large heat conductivity of silicon (160 Wm–1K–1) provides efficient thermal 
management. A second silicon carrier with a matching V-groove is placed on top. Using this 
concept, a continuous-wave power of 6.7 W at 1064 nm has been achieved. Several optical 
elements can be placed and aligned in a silicon carrier, which provides for a cost-effective 
way of passive alignment and compact integration. Nd:YAG crystals diffusion-bonded with 
undoped end-caps at the in-coupling side and Cr4+:YAG saturable absorbers bonded at the 
out-coupling side were used in Paper VI for Q-switched operation. An average power of 2 W 
and a pulse length of 1.4 ns were obtained. 

Recently, the concept was expanded to carriers in polymer materials by Evekull et al. 
in Paper V. The advantages of a polymer carrier over the silicon carrier are the low cost of the 
material itself and the simplified processing. Since standard injection moulding techniques 
can be used for the handling, large production volumes at a very low cost are possible at the 
same time as there is total design freedom of the carrier structure in terms of complexity. The 
drawback of using polymers compared to silicon is the somewhat lower heat conductivity, 
 
 

  
 
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 6.1. (a) Mounting of rhombic laser crystal in silicon V-grooves. (b) SEM photograph of rhombic Nd:YAG 
crystal mounted in silicon carrier. 
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Fig. 6.2. Three different polymer carrier lasers. 

which increases the thermal stress on the laser crystal. But still, the heat conductivity for the 
specific polymer used for the carrier is considerably larger (20 Wm–1K–1) than for traditional 
polymers (0.2 Wm–1K–1). Polycarbonate carriers with single V-grooves along the long-axis 
were manufactured. The rhombic-cut Nd:YAG laser crystal used for the experiments was 
3 mm long. The fibre from the pump diode was also encapsulated in the polymer carrier and 
the end of the fibre was placed as close to the facet of the Nd:YAG crystal as possible. The 
result is a compact and robust miniature laser, as shown in Fig. 6.2. An output power of 2 W 
at 1064 nm was achieved. 
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7 KRE(WO4)2 double-tungstate crystals 
In the EU project DT-CRYS, rare-earth-doped double-tungstate crystals KRE(WO4)2 (RE = 
rare earths like Gd, Y and Yb) are studied. Our part at KTH, has so far involved KGW and 
KYW with some of the Gd or Y substituted by Er and Yb. The crystals have been grown by 
our EU-project partner in Prof. F. Díaz’s group at Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV) in 
Tarragona. A short description of the growth procedure is described below. 

The rare-earth potassium tungstates KREW crystallise in the monoclinic system with 
space group C2/c. Their unit cell parameters are reported in Table 7.1. Er3+-doped and 
Er3+, Yb3+ codoped KGW, KYW and undoped KYbW crystals with several doping 
concentrations used in this work were grown at URV by means of the Top-Seeded Solution 
Growth slow-cooling method (TSSG) as described in [46]. The solutions used, weighting 
about 195–200 g, were prepared in a cylindrical platinum crucible. The axial and radial 
temperature gradients in the solution were 0.1 K/mm and the saturation temperatures were in 
the range of 1170–1200 K. The crystals grew by a seed parallel to the b crystallographic 
direction, without inclusions or any macroscopic defects. During the growth, the seed rotates 
at 60 rpm, without pulling. The crystals were removed slowly from the solution and cooled to 
room temperature at 15 K/h after 8 days of growth. The average growth rate was around 
2 × 10–2 g/h. Inclusion-free crystals of around 5 g and average dimensions of 10.5 mm × 
6 mm × 14 mm along the a* × b × c crystallographic directions, were obtained with the 
described conditions. Some commercial Yb-doped KGW and KYW crystal were also 
included in the experiments. 

The double-tungstate monoclinic crystals have a rather large anisotropy in the optical 
and thermal characteristics. The three orthogonal optical axes Nm, Np and Ng are characterised 
by strongly differing emission and absorption spectra, refractive indices and thermooptic 
coefficients. The largest absorption and emission cross sections are observed for light 
polarised along the Nm axis, which for KYbW is rotated 19° clockwise from the 
crystallographic c axis (Fig. 7.1). 
 
 

Host crystal a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (º) Ref. 
KGW 10.652(4) 10.374(6) 7.582(2) 130.80(2) [47] 
KYW 10.64 10.35  7.54 130.5(2) [48] 

 KYbW 10.590(4) 10.290(6) 7.478(2) 130.70(2) [49] 

Table 7.1. Unit cell parameters of KREW (RE = Gd, Y and Yb). 

c
Ng

 

Fig. 7.1. Optical ellipsoid for KYbW [49]. 

a

b || Np

19°

βNm

59.7°
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8 Efficient diode-pumped Yb:KGW lasers 

8.1 Yb-doped double tungstates 
With the development of powerful InGaAs laser diodes emitting around 940 nm and 980 nm 
[14], Yb3+-doped materials like Yb:YAG have been recognised as candidates for highly 
efficient laser systems. Like the 946-nm Nd:YAG laser, the Yb-doped hosts are quasi-three-
level systems, but the energy-level diagram is very simple and consists of only two manifolds: 
the 2F7/2 ground state and the 2F5/2 excited state. The laser wavelength is around 1.03 µm, 
which gives a very small quantum defect and this, together with the absence of upconversion 
and excited-state absorption, results in high slope efficiencies. 

During recent years, a substantial interest has been shown in Yb3+-doped double-
tungstate crystals like KGW and KYW. The double-tungstate crystals exhibit an attractive set 
of parameters, which makes them one of the best choices for laser-diode end-pumped solid-
state lasers operating around 1 µm [50–53]. Moreover, the broad gain bandwidth obtainable in 
these crystals enables both a significant tuning range [53] and mode-locked femtosecond 
pulse generation [54,55]. The possibility to achieve high doping concentrations opens up the 
possibility for thin-disc laser applications [56,57]. Although the thermal conductivity in 
Yb:KGW and Yb:KYW is about three times lower than in Yb:YAG, it is nevertheless higher 
than in Yb:glass or many borate hosts such as GdCOB and YCOB [58]. This indicates quite 
good prospects for output power scalability. In Paper VII described in the next section, a 
comparative study between Yb:KGW crystals with crystallographic b orientation and a novel 
athermal orientation [59,60] is performed. 

8.2 Laser performance and thermal lensing in Yb:KGW with athermal 
orientation 

One of the major issues for end-pumped solid-state lasers is the management of thermal 
lensing and thermal beam distortions. The thermal expansion in Yb:KGW is anisotropic with 
eigenvalues of 6.3 × 10–6 K–1, 2.4 × 10–6 K–1 and 21.7 × 10–6 K–1 [60], along the axes X1′, X2′ 
and X3′, respectively, where X3′ is rotated 12° counter-clockwise from the crystallographic c 
axis [47]. Considering this anisotropy, the orientation of the laser crystals becomes an 
important issue for optimisation in these systems. 

Many of the Yb:KGW crystals earlier reported in laser systems have been cut for 
propagation along the b crystallographic direction, which is parallel to Np, giving access to the 
largest absorption and emission cross sections. However, based on recent measurements of 
the thermooptic coefficients dn / dT and thermal-expansion coefficients α (Table 8.1) using 
homogeneous heating, Biswal et al. [59,60] proposed some possible athermal propagation 
directions, where the thermooptic and thermal-expansion effects approximately cancel each 
other. One of the proposed directions for light polarised along the Np axis is in the m-g plane, 
15°–17° clockwise from the optical axis Nm [60,61]. The uncertainty in the athermal direction 
stems primarily from the uncertainty in the reported directions of the thermal-expansion axes. 
 

Optical
axis 

α (10-6 K-1)
with k || 

dn/dT (10-6 K-1)
with E || 

p 2.4 –15 
m 11 –10 
g 17 –16 

Table 8.1. Thermal-expansion coefficients α and dn / dT in the anisotropic crystal KGW [60]. 
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Fig. 8.1. The direction of athermal propagation in the frame of KGW crystallooptic axes. 

We have investigated the properties of thermal lensing and thermal beam distortions in 
high-power diode-end-pumped Yb:KGW crystals cut for beam propagation along the b-axis 
and along the above mentioned athermal direction. Two 5 at.% doped Yb:KGW crystals used 
were cut in 3 × 3 × 3 mm cubes with AR-coated end faces in the respective propagation 
directions. The first crystal, the b-cut crystal, was cut with the crystallographic direction b as 
the propagation direction. The second crystal, the ad-cut (athermal-direction cut) crystal, was 
cut with the propagation direction at an angle of 17° clockwise from the optical direction Nm 
as shown in Fig. 8.1. The optical surfaces of the crystals were antireflection coated at the 
pump and the laser wavelengths, and the crystals were contacted using indium-foil with a 
water-cooled copper heat sink. The pump laser-diode bar (LIMO GmbH) produced a 
maximum output power of 23.4 W at a wavelength of 979.5 nm with a FWHM spectral width 
of 2.4 nm. The output of the pump laser was 95% linearly polarised. The pump beam was 
focused through a plane in-coupling mirror to 1/e2 widths of 200 µm × 150 µm in the laser 
crystal. The intensity distribution of the pump was almost Gaussian along the 150 µm 
dimension and close to a top-hat along the other dimension. The IC mirror was coated for 
high reflectivity in the 1020–1200 nm wavelength region and AR-coated for the 810–980 nm 
range. The complete set of optics transmitted a maximum power of 19.3 W into the laser 
crystal. The linear laser cavity was completed by a concave, 50 mm radius of curvature output 
coupler with 95% reflectivity. The length of the laser cavity was 17 mm. 

The b-cut crystal was pumped by the diode beam polarised along the optical direction 
Nm, which has the highest absorption cross section. The ad-cut crystal, on the other hand, had 
maximum absorption for the laser diode polarised parallel to the Np direction. Under 
nonlasing conditions the maximum absorption in the b-cut crystal was about 84%, while in 
the ad-cut crystal it reached only 42%. Under lasing conditions, however, the fraction of 
absorbed pump increases due to increased population of the ground-state manifold, brought 
by the stimulated emission, as expected in a quasi-three-level system. Under these conditions, 
the maximum pump absorption levels were 94% (18.1 W) and 55% (10.4 W) in the b-cut and 
ad-cut crystals, respectively. Importantly, the lasing condition also leads to an increased 
thermal loading due to larger quantum defect associated with the laser photons as compared to 
the average photons generated in spontaneous emission. 

The dependence of the laser output on the absorbed pump power is shown in Fig. 8.2. 
The output characteristics for both crystals were very similar, at least up to 10 W of absorbed 
power, which was the maximum power for the ad-cut crystal. The maximum output powers 
obtained with the b-cut and the ad-cut crystals were 9 W and 4 W, respectively. The laser 
emission was linearly polarised for both crystals with the polarisation parallel to the Nm and 
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Fig. 8.2. Output power vs. absorbed power for the ad-cut (solid squares) and the b-cut (open squares) crystals. 

Np axes for the b-cut and the ad-cut crystals, respectively. In order to obtain higher output 
powers, higher Yb3+ concentrations should be used in order to compensate for the lower 
absorption cross section in the ad-cut geometry. 

Due to the quasi-three-level nature of the Yb3+ system, the laser wavelength depends 
on the gain (losses). With the 95% output coupler, the free-running laser wavelength for the b-
cut crystal was 1041 nm and for the ad-cut crystal it was 1043 nm. By inserting a 50 µm thick 
sapphire etalon into the cavity, the wavelength could be tuned. For the b-cut crystal, the laser 
was tuned this way between 1023 nm and 1040 nm, while the laser with ad-cut crystal was 
operated between 1038 nm and 1044 nm. The laser wavelength is substantially longer than the 
average fluorescence wavelength of 993 nm in Yb:KGW, which results in a substantial 
increase in the thermal loading when the laser cavity is aligned. Also, an additional thermal 
load is generated by the increased pump absorption under lasing conditions. A rough estimate 
of this thermal-load increase can be obtained from the ratio 
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where Pabs,L and Pabs,NL are the absorbed pump powers under lasing and nonlasing conditions, 
while λL, λP and λF  are the central wavelengths of the laser, the pump and the fluorescence, 
respectively. For the b-cut crystal, the thermal load increases 5 times while for the ad-cut 
crystal, it becomes 5.6 times larger under lasing conditions. This estimate does not take into 
account possible changes in the fraction of the nonradiative decay processes or the spectral 
distribution of the fluorescence, so we can only view the numbers as upper-limit estimates for 
the thermal-load increase. In any case, the effect was very pronounced in the thermal lens 
measurements. Consequently, all the thermal lens and beam distortion measurements have 
been performed in a carefully aligned laser cavity. 
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X1′ (a) 

Nm 

X2′ (b)

Np 

Fig. 8.3. The far-field profile of the beam at 10 W of absorbed power for (a) b-cut crystal and (b) ad-cut crystal. 
X1′ and X2′ are the thermal expansion axes, Nm and Np are the crystallooptic axes, respectively. 

The thermal lens was measured directly by use of a probe beam at 532 nm with the 
same polarisation as the laser emission. The probe beam was generated by a frequency-
doubled Nd:YVO4 ring laser generating 30 mW in a TEM00 intensity-stabilised mode. The 
probe beam was introduced collinearly to the pump beam by a dichroic mirror before the laser 
cavity. The 1/e2 beam diameter of the probe beam inside the crystal was 150 µm. This beam 
size was chosen in order to overlap the pump size. A lens pair was used to image the near and 
far fields of the probe beam onto a CCD camera to determine the thermal-lens parameters. 

The far-field profiles of the laser beams for the b-cut and the ad-cut crystals at 10 W of 
absorbed pump power are shown in Figs. 8.3 (a) and (b), respectively. Also in the figures are 
indicated the directions of the crystallooptic axes Nm and Np, parallel to the laser polarisation 
for each crystal. There is a clear astigmatism in both beam profiles, especially pronounced for 
the laser with the b-cut crystal. With this crystal, the long axis of the beam cross-section 
ellipse, corresponding to the direction of the stronger thermal lens, is rotated an angle of about 
32° from the crystallooptic axis Nm. This direction approximately corresponds to the X1′ axis 
of the thermal expansion tensor, as shown in Fig. 8.3 (a) [47,60]. At higher absorbed powers 
in the b-cut crystal, the astigmatism further increases without changing the orientation of the 
ellipse. The weak astigmatism in the laser beam with the ad-cut crystal can be explained by 
the geometry of the pump beam. The elliptical pump-beam focus is wider and has a top-hat 
intensity distribution in the direction perpendicular to the direction of polarisation, which is 
perpendicular to the Nm and Np directions in Figs. 8.3 (a) and (b), respectively. In this 
direction, we should expect lower thermal lensing, as compared to the perpendicular direction 
where the pump-beam waist is smaller and has a Gaussian intensity distribution. The direction 
of the thermal-expansion axis X2′ in the ad-crystal coincides with the short axis of the 
elliptical pump beam, or in other words, the axes of the output-beam cross-section ellipse 
correspond to those of the pump. Thus, we attribute the astigmatism of the laser output beam 
with the ad-cut crystal to the presence of inhomogeneous heating and elliptical pump focus. 

The thermal lens as a function of the pump power was measured using the circular 
TEM00 probe beam at 532 nm described above. The measurements revealed that both crystals 
gave astigmatic thermal lenses, as expected. In the strong direction, the radius of the beam 
was reduced, while in the weak direction it was not affected enough for a reliable 
measurement. In the ad-cut crystal, the strong direction followed Np, which is parallel to the 
thermal-expansion direction X2′, as is evident from the output-beam cross section in 
Fig. 8.3 (b). Also, it was confirmed that in the b-cut crystal, the strong thermal-lens direction 
was parallel to the thermal-expansion direction X1′. The results of the thermal lens 
measurements are summarised in Fig. 8.4. It is evident that the thermal-lens power of the ad-
cut crystal is approximately two times smaller as compared to the b-cut crystal for the same 
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Fig. 8.4. Dependence of the thermal lens power on the absorbed pump power in ad-cut (open circles) and b-cut 
(solid triangles) Yb:KGW. 

absorbed pump powers. From the thermal-lens measurements and from the far-field laser-
intensity distribution, we can conclude that, at least in the case of the b-cut crystal, thermal 
deformation of the crystal due to thermal expansion should be the dominant effect in 
determining the geometry of the thermal lens. This is understandable, because in this 
configuration the positive thermal expansion coefficient is larger that the negative dn / dT 
[60]. 

The different strength and astigmatism of the thermal lenses in the b-cut and ad-cut 
Yb:KGW have a profound effect on the laser beam quality. By using near-field and far-field 
images, we measured the dependence of M 2 along the thermal lens axes as a function of the 
absorbed pump power. The results for both crystals are shown in Fig. 8.5. Two observations 
can be made from this measurement: first, the laser with the ad-cut Yb:KGW always 
exhibited better beam quality for the same absorbed pump powers; second, the beam for this 
crystal was to a large degree stigmatic, that is the M 2 values along orthogonal directions were 
very similar. This is in contrast to the b-cut crystal, where higher-order modes were 
preferentially generated along the strong thermal-lens axis (axis X1′). 

The tests show that the investigated ad-cut direction can be a very useful alternative in 
applications where the thermal lens needs to be reduced. It would also be interesting to 
investigate an athermal direction in Yb:KYW, where higher Yb3+ doping concentrations can 
be more readily obtained or in Yb:KLuW, which is characterised by a smaller anisotropy of 
the thermal properties [61]. 
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Fig. 8.5. Dependence of the beam quality factor M 2 on the absorbed pump power for the b-cut (squares) and ad-
cut (triangles) Yb:KGW measured along two orthogonal thermal lens axes. 
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9 Er-Yb-doped double tungstates 

9.1 Er-Yb eye-safe lasers 
Erbium-doped solid-state lasers are widely used for generation of light in the eye-safe region 
around 1.5 µm. There are many applications including range finding, remote sensing, optical 
fibre communication, medicine and meteorology. A survey of eye-safe lasers and their 
applications is found in Ref. [63]. As erbium-doped crystals have rather poor absorption at 
pump-diode wavelengths around 980 nm, the laser efficiency is reduced, and for this reason, 
sensitiser ions such as ytterbium are added to the material which increase the pump absorption 
and, via excitation transfer to the erbium ions, improve the laser performance. So far, the Er-
Yb-doped phosphate glass [64–66] has been the most efficient laser host in the 1.53 µm 
wavelength region with the optimum doping concentrations rather well established. Other 
materials, which have shown efficient laser operation recently are GdCa4O(BO3)3 (GdCOB) 
[67,68] and YCa4O(BO3)3 (YCOB) [69]. However, both the phosphate glass, the GdCOB and 
the YCOB are far from being perfect laser materials. The main limitations are low thermal 
conductivity, low threshold for thermal stress-induced fracture as well as relatively low 
absorption and stimulated-emission cross sections for the Yb3+ and the Er3+ ions, respectively. 
For comparison, Er-Yb-doped double-tungstate crystals such as KGd(WO4)2 (KGW) [70] and 
KY(WO4)2 (KYW) [71,72] offer definite advantages with respect to all these parameters, in 
particular considering that the Yb3+ absorption cross section is an order of magnitude larger 
and that the Er3+ emission cross section is about twice as large in double tungstates than in 
phosphate glass or GdCOB. On the other hand, the spectroscopic properties and the dynamics 
in the Er3+, Yb3+ system are substantially different in double-tungstate crystals. This means 
that the optimum doping concentrations and their proportions, which are critical for efficient 
laser action, are substantially different in the double tungstate crystals from those in glass or 
GdCOB. 

Laser action around 1.5 µm has been demonstrated before in Er:Yb:KYW [50], but the 
laser slope efficiency was extremely low, only 1% with respect to absorbed power, which 
compares unfavourably with phosphate glass [64,65] or GdCOB [67,68]. In Paper VIII 
described in this chapter, the objective is to find the optimum doping concentrations in double 
tungstates for eye-safe lasers. This objective is achieved by first investigating relevant 
spectroscopic and dynamic properties of the Er3+, Yb3+ system in double-tungstate hosts. This 
involves an experimental study of the excitation dynamics in the crystals with a variety of 
doping concentrations, which will allow us to deduce relevant dynamic parameters for the 
theoretical rate-equation model. The modelling then allows for mapping of the expected 
fluorescence and gain versus doping concentrations and will be used to predict the optimum 
concentrations. 

9.2 Energy levels in Er-Yb double tungstates 
In Fig. 9.1, the energy-level diagram for Er:Yb:KGW and Er:Yb:KYW is shown with relevant 
processes, including the pump at 0.94 µm (in our case), Yb fluorescence around 1 µm, Er 
fluorescence around 1.5 µm, forth transfer (FT) and back transfer (BT). As in Nd-doped 
materials (Sect. 2.10), there are also upconversion processes present in the Er-Yb systems. 
Two possible processes called cumulative (UC1) and cooperative (UC2) upconversion result in 
strong green fluorescence at 0.55 µm. The indexed numbers of Yb (i) and Er (j) are used 
according to the labelled energy levels in the figure. 
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Fig. 9.1. Energy-level diagram of Er-Yb double-tungstate system. 

During the pumping stage in Yb, corresponding to the 2F7/2 → 2F5/2 absorption at 
900–1040 nm, the population inversion build-up in Er is mainly dependent on the energy 
transfer Yb (2F5/2) + Er (4I15/2) → Yb (2F7/2) + Er (4I11/2), followed by radiative and 
nonradiative relaxation to the upper laser level 4I13/2. A short nonradiative relaxation lifetime 
of the 4I11/2 level is important, as the nonradiative decay depopulates this level and makes the 
energy back transfer Yb (2F7/2) + Er (4I11/2) → Yb (2F5/2) + Er (4I15/2) less likely. The back-
transfer process, on the other hand, wastes pump energy due to the predominantly radiative 
decay of the Yb (2F5/2) level. At the same time, fast depopulation of the 4I11/2 level is essential 
for reducing both the cumulative upconversion involving one Yb ion and one Er ion: 
Yb (2F5/2) + Er (4I11/2) → Yb (2F7/2) + Er (4F7/2), and the cooperative upconversion involving 
two Er ions: Er (4I11/2) + Er (4I11/2) → Er (4F7/2) + Er (4I15/2). These processes divert the 
excitation from the lasing level, thus reducing pumping efficiency. Upconverted Er3+ ions in 
the 4F7/2 level experience a fast nonradiative decay to the 4S3/2 manifold. A large part of the 
upconversion 4S3/2 level population relaxes nonradiatively, generating excess heat in the laser 
crystal. The remainder decays as 4S3/2 → 4I15/2 green emission at 550 nm. 

Efficient lasing in the eye-safe region employing the Er (4I13/2 → 4I15/2) transition 
around 1530 nm requires efficient resonant energy transfer from level 2F5/2 of the Yb3+ ion 
subsystem to level 4I11/2 of the Er3+ ion subsystem, followed by a fast nonradiative relaxation 
to the upper laser level 4I13/2. The nonradiative relaxation of the Er (4I11/2) level is determined 
by the phonon spectrum of the host material, especially the high-energy phonon modes which 
give the fastest nonradiative relaxation in the multiphonon process. For instance, the 
relaxation in phosphate glass is determined by the high-density-of-states phonon mode at 
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Host 
crystal 

Er conc. 
(mol %) 

4S3/2
lifetime (µs) 

4I11/2
lifetime (µs) 

KGW 1% 26 148 
 3% 23 153 
 5% 19 151 

KYW 5% 14 123 
glass 0.9%  2.5 [65] 

GdCOB 2.5%  0.25 [67] 

Table 9.1. Lifetimes of the 4S3/2 and 4I11/2 levels in singly Er-doped crystals. 

1200 cm–1 [72]. In GdCOB the predominant phonon energies are around 943 cm–1 and 1300 
cm–1 [73,74], while the phonons with frequencies of 901 cm–1 and 528 cm–1 in KGW [75], 
530 cm–1 in KYW, and 908 cm–1 and 534 cm–1 in KYbW [76] would contribute the most. 
Consequently, phosphate glass and GdCOB should have the fastest nonradiative relaxation, 
while the relaxation in KGW should be rather slow, leading to the requirement of careful 
optimisation of the doping concentrations in the codoped crystals.  

9.3 Fluorescence dynamics 
In order to measure the decay rates of the Er (4S3/2) and the Er (4I11/2) levels, predominantly 
due to multiphonon relaxations, we used singly Er-doped crystals, excited by a frequency-
doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm. A beam with 3 ns pulse length and 20 Hz repetition 
frequency was focused into the Er:KGW and Er:KYW crystals in a 200 µm diameter spot. 
The fluorescence was collected perpendicularly from the excitation direction, passed through 
an imaging system and appropriate band-pass and pump-rejection filters, and was detected by 
a Si p-i-n diode. The temporal signal was digitised with 5 Gs/s sampling rate, by a 1-GHz 
analogue bandwidth oscilloscope. We measured the dynamics of the 0.55 µm and 1 µm 
fluorescence for KGW crystals with Er doping concentrations of 1%, 3% and 5%, 
respectively, and for a 5% Er-doped KYW crystal. Due to noise in the fluorescence dynamics 
measurements, an error margin of less than 5% is estimated for the lifetimes measured in our 
system. The measured lifetimes of the 4S3/2 and 4I11/2 levels are shown in Table 9.1. It is 
evident that the 4I11/2 lifetimes in KGW (151 µs on average) and KYW (123 µs) are much 
longer than those in glass (2.5 µs) [65] and GdCOB (0.25 µs) [67]. The long lifetime of KGW 
and KYW causes significant back transfer and green upconversion in codoped Er-Yb crystals, 
in contrast to glass and GdCOB, which experience Yb-Er energy transfer followed by rapid 
relaxation from 4I11/2 to 4I13/2. 

To measure the Er3+ and Yb3+ fluorescence dynamics in the codoped samples, which 
can be used to determine the rates of the energy exchange and relaxation processes, we used 
an experimental setup employing a nanosecond optical parametric oscillator that generated 
3 ns pulses and was tunable between 800 nm and 1000 nm. The beam was focused in a 
200 µm diameter spot and the fluorescence was again collected perpendicularly from the 
excitation direction and was detected by Si and InGaAs p-i-n diodes. The excitation 
wavelength was tuned to 935 nm where only the Yb3+ subsystem was excited, thus giving 
direct access to the resonant energy transfer dynamics. With this detection system, we could 
observe the fluorescence dynamics of the Yb (2F5/2), Er (4I13/2) and Er (4S3/2) levels. The 
maximum density of the excited Yb3+ ions constituted only about 5% of the Yb3+ 
concentration in the KGW and the KYW crystals and at these excitation levels we can largely 
neglect absorption saturation and stimulated emission. We could also measure the 
upconversion luminescence’s dependence on pump power in Er 5%:Yb 5%:KGW and saw an 
approximate quadratic behaviour, indicating that the upconversion rate is not so large at these 
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Host 
crystal 

Er conc. 
(mol %) 

Yb conc. 
(mol %) 

Yb (2F5/2) 
lifetime (µs) 

Er (4S3/2) 
rise time (µs) 

Er (4S3/2) 
lifetime (µs) 

Er (4I13/2) 
rise time (µs) 

Er (4I13/2) 
lifetime (ms) 

KGW – 5% 438 – – – – 
 0.5% 5% 273  126 252 3.3 
 0.5% 2.5% 229  101 24 3.3 
 2.5% 7.5% 222  95 222 3.8 
 1.4% 2.5% 212   92 207 3.2 
 5% 5% 170 4 71 173 3.6 

KYW – 5% 440 – – – – 
 0.5% 5% 341 8.5 111   
 0.5% 2.5% 262 7.5 95   
 1.5% 2.5% 177 6 79 170 3.4 

KYbW 1%  (~ 490)  (~ 115)  3.2 
 3%  (~ 410)  (~ 105)  3.8 

glass – 15.5% 1200 [65] – – – – 
 2.75% 22% 12 – –  8.5 [65] 

GdCOB – 10% 2300 – – – – 
 2.5% 28% 34 – – 35 1.16 

Table 9.2. Lifetimes and rise times of the Yb (2F5/2), Er (4S3/2) and Er (4I13/2) levels in Er-Yb-doped crystals. 

low power levels [77,78]. At high power, a dependence of the upconversion to a power less 
than two would be expected. The results of the measured rise times and lifetimes are shown in 
Table 9.2 and are discussed below. 

First, we measured the dynamics of Yb3+ in Yb:KGW and Er:Yb:KGW. The presence 
of radiation trapping [79,80] for this quasi-three-level transition around 1 µm can affect the 
measured lifetimes. Radiation trapping is caused by reabsorption of the initial emission by 
ions in the ground state, which is followed by reemission and results in lengthening of the 
measured lifetime. Circulating radiation caused by total internal reflection at the end surfaces 
of the crystal further increases the probability of reabsorption. Due to radiation trapping, the 
lifetime-measurement results depend on the acceptance angle of the detecting system [81] and 
indeed, the measured relaxation time with a 0.8 mm2 area detector was 6% to 21% smaller 
than with a 13 mm2 detector, with the smallest difference observed for samples with shorter 
lifetimes. Consequently, we used the small-area detector for the dynamics measurements. In 
Fig. 9.2, the fluorescence dynamics of the Yb (2F5/2) level in Yb:KGW and various 
Er:Yb:KGW crystals is shown in a semilogarithmic scale. The measured lifetimes are 
showing a decreasing trend from 438 µs to 170 µs for an increasing Er-to-Yb-concentration 
ratio in the samples. The relaxation of the Yb3+ fluorescence in all investigated crystals is 
determined by the resonant energy transfer, back transfer and the relaxation rate of the 
Er (4I11/2) level. In fact, the ratio of the Yb (2F5/2) relaxation time in singly Yb3+-doped hosts 
to that measured in the codoped hosts can serve as an indication for the pumping efficiency of 
the eye-safe laser transition. In the phosphate glass, we found this ratio to be 100, in GdCOB 
it decreased to 68, while in the measured double tungstates, this ratio was only 2.6 (obtained 
in the KGW sample with almost equal Er3+ and Yb3+ concentrations). A very similar trend 
have been obtained in several different Er:Yb:KYW crystals. The dynamics of the Yb 
fluorescence in stoichiometric double tungstates KYb1–xErx(WO4)2 (Er:KYbW) was also 
measured. Due to the high Yb3+ excitation and the strong upconversion in these samples, the 
decay was non-exponential. Still, a single-exponential fit can be done in the tail after about 
0.5 ms. The resulting “tail-lifetimes” are around 490 µs and 410 µs for Er 1%:KYbW and 
Er 3%:KYbW, respectively. These lifetimes are as expected close to the lifetime of 440 µs in 
singly-doped Yb 5%:KYW, due to the small Er-to-Yb-concentration ratio in Er:KYbW. 
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Fig. 9.2. Fluorescence dynamics from the Yb (2F5/2) level around 1 µm in Yb:KGW and Er:Yb:KGW. 
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Fig. 9.3. (a) Dynamics of the green emission from the Er (4S3/2) level at 0.55 µm in Er:Yb:KGW. (b) Dynamics 
from the Er (4I13/2) level around 1.5 µm in Er 5%:Yb 5%:KGW (solid line) and in Er 3%:KYbW (dashed line). 

The green upconversion fluorescence originating from the Er (4S3/2) level is very 
strong in the codoped samples. There are two reasons for strong upconversion in double 
tungstates: a relatively long lifetime of the Er (4I11/2) level and a large efficiency of the dipole-
dipole interaction between ions, resulting in large coupling constants in the transfer processes. 
Fast redistribution of the excitation between Yb3+ and Er3+ means that the relaxation dynamics 
of the upconversion to a large extent follows that of the long-lived Yb3+ subsystem. The 
lifetime increases from around 20 µs in singly-doped Er:KGW to 126 µs in 
Er 0.5%:Yb 5%:KGW, as can be seen in Fig. 9.3 (a). For some samples, we could also 
measure the short rise times of around 4 to 8 µs. 
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Finally, all samples showed substantial fluorescence in the 1.5 µm eye-safe spectral 
region. The fluorescence lifetime measurements (two examples are shown in Fig. 9.3 b) 
showed that the relaxation-time constants are mostly unaffected by the doping concentrations 
in the samples which were available to us. The fluorescence lifetime of about 3.2–3.8 ms in 
Er:Yb:KREW is about three times longer than in Er:Yb:GdCOB (1.16 ms) and more than two 
times shorter than in Er:Yb:phosphate glass (8.5 ms). The fluorescence rise time in the 
1.53 µm spectral region, originating from the Er (4I13/2) → Er (4I15/2) transition, is important as 
it reflects the decay time of the Er (4I11/2) level. The measured rise times are about the same as 
the Yb (2F5/2) lifetimes, and hence the decays of the Yb (2F5/2) and Er (4I11/2) levels are in 
balance. 

9.4 Rate equations analysis 
In order to model the population levels in Yb and Er and to explain the observed dynamics in 
the previous section, a set of rate equations shown in Eqs. (9.1)–(9.6) below is used [82–84]. 
The model includes the energy transfer from Yb (2F5/2) to Er (4I11/2), as well as back transfer 
and cumulative and cooperative upconversion losses to Er (4F7/2). As the 4F7/2, 2H11/2, 4F9/2 
and 4I9/2 levels in Er, shown in Fig. 9.1, relax rapidly to the next lower-lying level by 
multiphonon decay, these states have been excluded in the rate equations. 
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 2,1, YbYbYb NNN += , (9.5) 

 6,3,2,1, ErErErErEr NNNNN +++= . (9.6) 

The population densities NYb,1–2 and NEr,1–6 correspond to the level numbers shown in Fig. 9.1. 
RP is the pump rate density from Yb (1) to Yb (2); τYb, τEr,2, τEr,3 and τEr,6 are the radiative 
lifetimes from the Yb (2), Er (2), Er (3) and Er (6) levels, respectively; WNR,3 and WNR,6 are the 
nonradiative decay rates from the Er (3) and the Er (6) levels, respectively; kFT is the (forth) 
energy-transfer coefficient, kBT is the back-transfer coefficient, kC is the cumulative-
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upconversion coefficient, Cup is the cooperative-upconversion coefficient, βij are the 
branching ratios from the Er (i) to the Er (j) levels, and NYb and NEr are the respective total 
Yb3+ and Er3+ ion concentrations in the material. 

To study the influence of the transfer and back transfer on the relaxation times of the 
Yb (2) and Er (3) levels under short-pulse pumping, a system of simplified rate equations 
generating single-exponential decays are derived from Eqs. (9.1) and (9.3), where low 
excitation is assumed and upconversion is neglected. At low excitation, the ground-state 
populations in Er and Yb are left almost unchanged, so that a transfer rate  and 
a back-transfer rate  can be used. Furthermore, the radiative decay from Er (6) 
and Er (3) is ignored as these levels relax predominantly by nonradiative processes. With 
these assumptions, N

ErFTFT NkW =

YbBTBT NkW =

Yb,2 and NEr,3 can be solved from an independent linear system: 

 3,2,
2, )( ErBTYbFTYb

Yb NWNWW
dt
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++−= , (9.7) 
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+−= , (9.8) 

where YbYbW τ/1= . As the pump pulse is on a nanosecond scale, compared to the other 
dynamical processes that are on at least a microsecond scale, the initial excitation  is 
taken as constant. No initial excitation of Er

)0(2,YbN
3+ is assumed ( 0)0(3, =ErN ). The solution to this 

linear system (9.7) and (9.8) is then written as 
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where the effective rates determining the population evolutions are 
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and the constants Cij are given by 
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Weff,1 can be seen as both the effective decay rate of Yb (2) and the effective rise rate of Er (3) 
at the initial time. At later times, the slower effective decay rate Weff,2 is dominant, which 
leads to an equal single-exponential decay from Yb (2) and Er (3), according to this model. 
For our situation with WYb and WNR,3 of the same order, a Taylor expansion around 

 gives the following approximation of WYbNR WW =3, eff,2 from Eq. (9.12): 

 1
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From Eq. (9.17) we can see that the effective lifetime  is dependent on the ratio 
, and thus on the [Er] / [Yb] concentration ratio. It is further seen that 

 when , and therefore the nonradiative lifetime of the Er (

2,/1 effW

BTFT WW /

3,2, NReff WW → ∞→BTFT WW / 4I11/2) 
level is limiting the effective lifetime and hence the transfer efficiency that is possible to 
achieve by optimisation of the doping concentrations. 

In Fig. 9.4 (a), the Yb (2F5/2) fluorescence relaxation time is displayed in circles as a 
function of the [Er] / [Yb] concentration ratio in different KGW crystals. It shows an initial 
fast decrease as Er3+ is added to the sample, but then it tends to saturation towards the 
nonradiative lifetime of 151 µs in Er:KGW as the Yb3+ and Er3+ concentrations become 
approximately equal as predicted by Eq. (9.17). Equation (9.12) can be fitted by a least-
squares approximation to the measured effective lifetimes with a constant ratio kFT / kBT . The 
result is shown as a solid line for kFT / kBT = 4.2. This result is affected by the presence of 
radiation trapping in the lifetime measurements, but still Eq. (9.12), and Eq. (9.17) to a very 
good approximation, explain the observed behaviour in the lifetimes’ dependence of the 
doping concentrations. In Fig. 9.4 (a), the solid line also corresponds well to the rise time of 
the Er (4I13/2) level (triangles), which is populated by electrons relaxing from the Er (4I11/2) 
level. The green upconversion decay from Er (4S3/2) is expected to follow , as 
this level is populated by the terms  and  in Eq. (9.2), where both N

)2exp( 2, tWeff−

3,2, ErYbC NNk 2
3,Erup NC Yb,2 

and NEr,3 decay as . In Fig. 9.4 (a), the green-upconversion relaxation times 
(squares) are actually 8% to 16% lower than the predicted half values of the Yb lifetimes. 
This can be explained by the fact that ions excited by radiation trapping outside the pumped 
volume may not contribute to the upconversion, as the average distance between excited ions 
is large at very low excitation, whereas for the energy transfer, excited Yb

)exp( 2, tWeff−

3+ ions and Er3+ ions 
in the ground state are involved, making this process more likely. The same calculations were 
done for Er:Yb:KYW, shown in Fig. 9.4 (b). The results are a little different as the Er (4I11/2) 
lifetime is shorter in KYW (123 µs) and the kFT / kBT ratio is here calculated to 2.3. 

It is difficult to unambiguously distinguish which one of the two upconversion 
processes, the cumulative or the cooperative one is the most efficient in codoped samples. 
There was, however, a recent report on strong suppression of the upconversion fluorescence 
in an Er:Yb:KYW crystal with large [Er] / [Yb] concentration ratio (Er 18.8%, Yb 1.6%) [85]. 
For comparison, we investigated green upconversion fluorescence in KGW samples pumped 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 9.4. Measured lifetimes vs. doping-concentration ratio [Er] / [Yb]: (a) in Er:Yb:KGW, (b) in Er:Yb:KYW. 
Circles: Yb (2F5/2) level at 1 µm, triangles: rise time of Er (4I13/2) level at 1.5 µm, squares: Er (4S3/2) level at 
0.55 µm, solid line: calculated lifetime of Yb (2F5/2) level: (a) with kFT / kBT = 4.2, (b) with kFT / kBT = 2.3. 

by a CW laser diode at 975 nm. For the same absorbed power, the intensity was much larger 
(by visual inspection) for the codoped sample with the weakest green fluorescence 
(Er 0.5%:Yb 2.5%:KGW) than for any of the singly Er-doped crystals. Both the observation 
in Ref. 9 and our own investigation indicate that the cooperative upconversion constant Cup is 
much smaller than the cumulative upconversion constant kC. In the following, the cooperative 
upconversion is therefore neglected. 

Knowing the transfer coefficient kFT is crucial for proper optimisation of the doping 
concentrations, especially in Er, Yb doped tungstates, where the lifetime of the intermediate 
Er (4I11/2) level is relatively long. A value of kFT can be estimated from the measured rise time 
in the Er (4S3/2) fluorescence. For the sample with the longest rise time of 8.5 µs 
(Er 0.5%:Yb 5%:KYW), the rate equations (9.1)–(9.6) were solved numerically for different 
values of kFT. Due to the similarity between the transfer and cumulative upconversion 
processes, kC was assumed to be equal to kFT and in this way a fit of the transfer coefficient to 
about (5 ± 2) × 10–15 cm3s–1 was achieved. It should be noted that this value is about one order 
of magnitude larger than the measured values in Er:Yb:phosphate glass 
(4.1 × 10–16 cm3s–1) and Er:Yb:GdCOB (2.9 × 10–16 cm3s–1). The transfer coefficients for glass 
and GdCOB were calculated from the transfer rate ErFTFT NkW = , which for an Er-Yb-system 
with rapid Er (4I11/2) relaxation is given by 

 
Ybeff

FTW
ττ
11

−= , (9.18) 

where τeff is the measured Yb relaxation time. 
As we are interested in finding the optimum doping concentrations for laser action in 

double tungstates, we have performed calculations of the gain for the Er (4I13/2 → 4I15/2) 
transition around 1.5 µm in Er:Yb:KYW. For CW pumping, we take the pump-rate density as 
in Eq. (2.25), but we now include the population density in the upper Yb state: 

 )( 2,1, YbYbPP NNWR −= , (9.19) 
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where the pumping-transition probability WP is approximated by a homogeneous pump-
intensity distribution over an area of  and given by Eq. (2.18) as 2

Pwπ

 2
PP

PP
P wh

PW
πν

σ
= , (9.20) 

where σP, PP, hνP and wP are the absorption cross section, power, photon energy and beam 
radius of the pump, respectively. We can then solve the rate equations (9.1)–(9.6) at steady 
state, where the radiative decay from the levels Er (6) and Er (3) has been ignored. First, the 
population density of the Er (6) level is solved from Eq. (9.2) as 

 3,
6,

3,2,
6, Er

NR

ErupYbC
Er N

W
NCNk

N
+

= , (9.21) 

and is then inserted into Eq. (9.3), and together with 2,1, YbYbYb NNN −= , the excited Yb 
population is solved: 
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Equation (9.21) is now inserted into Eq. (9.1) and solved for the Er ground-state population: 
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The Er (2) population density is solved from Eq. (9.2) as 

 3,
2,
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2, Er

Er

NR
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W

N = . (9.24) 

The expressions (9.21)–(9.24) can then be inserted into Eq. (9.6) and solved for NEr,3. If the 
cooperative upconversion is ignored (Cup = 0), the resulting expression is a cubic equation, 
which in principle can be solved analytically (with a lengthy expression), but instead has been 
solved numerically. 
 If we assume a homogenous pumping over a crystal of length l, the nonlasing single-
pass gain at the emission peak (where the stimulated-emission and absorption cross sections 
are about the same) of the eye-safe transition is given by a similar expression as in Eq. (2.75), 
but now without a factor of two: 

 lNN ErEr )( 1,2, −σ . (9.25) 

Figure 9.5 shows the calculated single-pass gain versus Er concentration for an Er:Yb:KYW 
crystal of length 1 mm, pumped homogeneously with 0.25 W in a 100 µm diameter top-hat 
pump spot at 981 nm. A narrow-band pump source such as a Ti:sapphire laser polarised in the 
Nm principal optical direction is assumed. In this direction, σP = 11.7 × 10–20 cm2 and the 
maximum stimulated-emission cross section is σ = 2.7 × 10–20 cm2 at 1534 nm [86]. The 
calculated curves correspond to four different Yb concentrations: 1%, 2.5%, 5% and 20%, 
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respectively. As can be seen, the result is that the gain increases with higher Yb concentration, 
and that there is clearly an optimum Er concentration for each case of Yb doping. 

To calculate the gain for Er:Yb:glass, we use similar rate equations [87–89] but due to 
the short lifetime of the Er (4I11/2) level, back transfer and upconversion involving this level 
can be neglected. Instead, the possible cumulative upconversion Yb (2F5/2) + Er (4I13/2) → 
Yb (2F7/2) + Er (4F9/2) and the cooperative upconversion Er (4I13/2) + Er (4I13/2) → Er (4I9/2) + 
Er (4I15/2) are usually included in the modelling: 
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These rate equations (9.26) and (9.27) are solved at steady state, which for the excited Yb 
population gives 
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As the cooperative upconversion is usually weak, Cup is set to zero and with the pump rate 
(9.19),  and 2,1, YbYbYb NNN −= 2,1, ErErEr NNN −= , the Er population in the upper laser level 
is solved from the quadratic equation 

 , (9.29) 02,
2

2, =+− cbNaN ErEr

where the constants a, b and c are given by 

 )(2, CFTEr kkWa −= , (9.30) 

 FTYbPErFTYbPEr kNWNkWWWb +++= )2(2, , (9.31) 

 ErFTYbP NkNWc = . (9.32) 

In Fig. 9.6, the single-pass gain is shown versus pump power for 1 mm long 
Er:Yb:KYW crystals of different doping concentrations compared to Er:Yb:phosphate glass 
with 2.75% Er and 22% Yb. It is seen that for Er 0.5%:Yb 5%:KYW used by Kuleshov et al. 
[50], the gain is rather low with respect to present cavity losses, lower than in the Er:Yb:glass 
sample. These results suggest that higher Er concentrations should be used for higher gain. 
Even though the threshold increases, tungstate crystals are more resistant to thermal fracture 
than phosphate glass, allowing for higher pump powers where higher gain is achieved. This 
allows for out-coupling mirrors with higher transmission resulting in suppression of residual 
losses and higher slope efficiency. Still, due to the long Er (4I11/2) lifetime, significant 
upconversion losses are expected and the calculated gain is highly dependent on the value of 
the cumulative-upconversion constant kC (here assumed to be equal to kFT = 5 × 10–15 cm3s–1). 
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Fig. 9.5. Calculated single-pass gain in Er:Yb:KYW crystals of 1 mm thickness at 0.25 W pump power vs. Er 
concentration. 
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Fig. 9.6. Calculated single-pass gain in Er:Yb:KYW and Er 2.75%:Yb 22%:phosphate glass of 1 mm thickness 
vs. pump power. 
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10 Description of original work and author contribution 
 
Paper I 

Generation of blue light at 469 nm by efficient frequency doubling of a diode-pumped 
Nd:YAG laser 

S. Bjurshagen, D. Evekull, and R. Koch, Electron. Lett. 38, 324–325 (2002) 
 
This paper describes a quasi-three-level Nd:YAG laser, where the 938.5 nm transition is 
selected by inserting a thin quartz etalon in the cavity. The achieved output power of 3.9 W 
was the highest reported for this laser line at that time. Single-pass extra-cavity and 
intracavity SHG in PPKTP generated blue light of this line for the first time at 469 nm. 

Contributions by the candidate: I was responsible for the experimental work and building 
the laser with help from D. Evekull and assisted R. Koch in writing the manuscript. 
 
Paper II 

Efficient generation of blue light by frequency doubling of a Nd:YAG laser operating on 
4F3/2 → 4I9/2 transitions 

S. Bjurshagen, D. Evekull, and R. Koch, Appl. Phys. B 76, 135–141 (2003). 
 
A summary of the experiments on quasi-three-level lasers at 946 nm and 938.5 nm in 
Nd:YAG and their SHG to blue light in PPKTP. The thermal lensing was measured and 
frequency doubling was performed in both single-pass extra-cavity and intracavity 
configurations. A model of the laser performance in quasi-three-level lasers including ETU 
was developed. 

Contributions by the candidate: I was responsible for the experiments and wrote the 
manuscript with help from D. Evekull and R. Koch. 
 
Paper III 

Modeling of energy-transfer upconversion and thermal effects in end-pumped quasi-
three-level lasers 

S. Bjurshagen and R. Koch, Appl. Opt. 43, 4753–4767 (2004). 
 
In this paper, I developed an analytical model of the output performance and thermal effects 
of CW quasi-three-level lasers including the influence of ETU. The results of the general 
output modelling were applied to a Nd laser with Gaussian beams, and the influence of pump 
and laser mode overlap, reabsorption loss and upconversion effects on threshold, output 
power and spatial distribution of the population-inversion density was studied. The influence 
of ETU on the fractional thermal loading was modelled and studied under lasing conditions 
for different mode overlaps. The model was applied to a diode-pumped laser operating at 
946 nm in Nd:YAG, where the output power, thermal lensing and the degradation in beam 
quality were calculated. 

Contributions by the candidate: I developed the models and wrote the manuscript with help 
from R. Koch. 
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Paper IV 

Quasi-three-level Nd:YAG laser under diode pumping directly into the emitting level 

S. Bjurshagen, R. Koch, and F. Laurell, submitted to Opt. Commun., September 2005. 
 
Direct pumping into the emitting level at 869 nm of 946-nm Nd:YAG lasers has been 
investigated. We have, what we believe is for the first time, demonstrated a quasi-three-level 
Nd laser directly pumped by diodes and we achieved 1.6 W of output power. 

Contributions by the candidate: I performed the experiments and wrote the manuscript with 
help from R. Koch and F. Laurell. 
 
Paper V 

Polymer encapsulated miniature Nd:YAG lasers 

D. Evekull, S. Johansson, S. Bjurshagen, M. Olson, R. Koch, and F. Laurell, Electron. Lett. 
39, 1446–1448 (2003). 
 
As it is a goal to make the lasers compact, a concept of miniature Nd:YAG lasers in micro-
structured carriers has been developed at Acreo and KTH. In this paper, microchip lasers in 
carriers of polymer materials have been realised. An output power of 2 W at 1064 nm was 
achieved. 

Contributions by the candidate: I assisted D. Evekull in the first experiments and helped D. 
Evekull, S. Johansson and R. Koch in writing the manuscript. 
 
Paper VI 

High power Q-switched Nd:YAG laser mounted in a silicon microbench 

D. Evekull, J. Rydholm, S. Bjurshagen, L. Bäcklin, M. Kindlundh, L. Kjellberg, R. Koch, and 
M. Olson, Opt. Laser Tech. 36, 383–385 (2004). 
 
An optical microbench has been developed. It consists of an etched V-groove in a silicon 
carrier, where microchip composite-crystals diced in rhombic shapes from mirror-coated 
wafers are used. The composite crystals were Nd:YAG crystals diffusion-bonded with 
undoped end-caps at the in-coupling side and Cr:YAG saturable absorbers bonded at the out-
coupling side. An average power of 2 W at 1064 nm and a pulse length of 1.4 ns were 
obtained. 

Contributions by the candidate: I assisted D. Evekull and J. Rydholm in some of the 
experiments. 
 
Paper VII 

Laser performance and thermal lensing in high-power diode pumped Yb:KGW with 
athermal orientation 

J. E. Hellström, S. Bjurshagen, and V. Pasiskevicius, submitted to Appl. Phys. B, October 
2005. 
 
Here, we report on laser experiments with Yb-doped KGW. A comparative, experimental 
study of the laser performance and thermal-lensing properties between standard b-cut 
Yb:KGW and Yb:KGW cut along a novel athermal direction was made. The results show that 
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the thermal lens is about two times weaker and less astigmatic in the athermal-direction-cut 
crystal for the same absorbed power. The weaker thermal lens also resulted in better beam 
quality. 

Contributions by the candidate: I performed the laser experiments together with J. E. 
Hellström and assisted J. E. Hellström and V. Pasiskevicius in writing the manuscript. 
 
Paper VIII 

Fluorescence dynamics and rate-equations analysis in Er3+, Yb3+ doped double 
tungstates 
S. Bjurshagen, J. E. Hellström, V. Pasiskevicius, M.C. Pujol, M. Aguiló, and F. Díaz, 
submitted to Appl. Opt., November 2005. 
 
In this paper, Er-Yb-doped KGW and KYW samples with a variety of doping concentrations 
have been investigated and the fluorescence dynamics have been measured for the Yb (2F5/2), 
Er (4I13/2) and Er (4S3/2) levels around 1 µm, 1.5 µm and 0.55 µm, respectively. Due to the 
relatively long nonradiative lifetime of the Er (4I11/2) level (around 150 µs in KGW and 120 µs 
in KYW), strong green Er (4S3/2) upconversion fluorescence was observed and the Yb (2F5/2) 
lifetimes are showing a decreasing trend towards the limiting Er (4I11/2) lifetime with 
increasing Er-to-Yb-concentration ratio, whereas the Er (4I13/2) lifetimes of around 3.5 ms are 
mostly unaffected by the doping concentrations. A rate equations analysis has been performed 
to explain the observed behaviour and the energy-transfer and back-transfer coefficients have 
been estimated. With these results, we have calculated gain for an eye-safe CW laser at 
1534 nm with KYW crystals of different doping concentrations to find the optimum 
concentrations for high gain. 

Contributions by the candidate: I performed the fluorescence-dynamics measurements 
together with J. E. Hellström and V. Pasiskevicius. I developed the rate-equation models and 
was responsible for the manuscript with help from V. Pasiskevicius and J. E. Hellström. 
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11 Conclusions 
In conclusion, experimental and theoretical progress in diode-pumped rare-earth-doped solid-
state lasers has been achieved. Crystals doped with the trivalent rare earth ions neodymium 
(Nd3+), ytterbium (Yb3+) and erbium (Er3+) have been used, and lasers at the quasi-three-level 
transitions in Nd and Yb have been realised. 

Nd:YAG lasers at the quasi-three-level transition at 946 nm have been built and an 
output power of at most 7.0 W was obtained. This is close to the highest CW power level 
achieved on this transition in a compact Nd:YAG rod laser (7.4 W) [90]. By inserting a thin 
quartz etalon in the laser cavity, the 938.5 nm laser line could be selected. An output power of 
3.9 W was then obtained. This was the highest power achieved at 938.5 nm at that time. 
Recently, high powers on the quasi-three-level transitions in Nd:YAG in a thin-disk laser with 
multi-pass of the pump light have been demonstrated by Gao et al. [91]. 25.4 W 
simultaneously at 946 nm and 938.5 nm, 14 W at 946 nm only and 6 W at 938.5 nm only was 
then achieved. 

Direct pumping into the emitting level at 869 nm of 946-nm Nd:YAG lasers has also 
been investigated. We have, what we believe is for the first time, demonstrated a quasi-three-
level Nd laser directly pumped by diodes and we achieved 1.6 W of output power. 

By using nonlinear crystals, frequency-doubling of laser light at both 946 nm and 
938.5 nm was achieved. SHG of the 946 nm transition gives blue light at 473 nm. Efficient 
generation of blue light has been achieved in periodically poled KTP, both in single-pass and 
intracavity configurations. More than 0.5 W was obtained at 473 nm by intracavity doubling. 
Intracavity SHG of the 938.5 nm transition gave slightly more than 200 mW at 469 nm. We 
believe it was the first time that frequency-doubled solid-state lasers at this line were 
demonstrated. 

An analytical model of the output performance and thermal effects of continuous-
wave quasi-three-level lasers including the influence of energy-transfer upconversion has 
been developed. The results of the general output modelling were applied to a Nd laser with 
Gaussian beams, and the influence of pump and laser mode overlap, reabsorption loss and 
upconversion effects on threshold, output power and spatial distribution of the population-
inversion density was studied. One conclusion is that the impact of upconversion is large 
particularly on the threshold, and that the effect is stronger for a quasi-three-level laser than 
for a four-level laser. The influence of ETU on the fractional thermal loading was modelled 
and studied under lasing conditions for different mode overlaps. Finally, the model was 
applied to a diode-pumped laser operating at 946 nm in Nd:YAG, where the output power, 
thermal lensing and the degradation in beam quality were calculated. The dependence of 
laser-beam size was investigated in particular, and a simple model for the degradation of 
laser-beam quality from a transversally varying saturated gain was proposed. The modelling 
of the beam quality was in very good agreement with measurements of the laser in a plane-
plane cavity. 

In an EU project, double-tungstate crystals like KGW and KYW have been studied. 
During recent years, Yb-doped double tungstates have shown efficient laser operation. At 
most, we obtained 9 W of CW output power from a Yb:KGW crystal. A comparative, 
experimental study of the laser performance and thermal-lensing properties between standard 
b-cut Yb:KGW and Yb:KGW cut along a novel athermal direction proposed by Biswal et al. 
[59,60] have been presented. The results show that the thermal lens is about two times weaker 
and less astigmatic in the athermal-direction-cut crystal for the same absorbed power. The 
weaker thermal lens also resulted in better beam quality. 

Also, Er-Yb-doped KGW and KYW samples with a variety of doping concentrations 
have been investigated and the fluorescence dynamics have been measured for the Yb (2F5/2), 
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Er (4I13/2) and Er (4S3/2) levels around 1 µm, 1.5 µm and 0.55 µm, respectively. Due to the 
relatively long nonradiative lifetime of the Er (4I11/2) level (around 150 µs in KGW and 120 µs 
in KYW), strong green Er (4S3/2) upconversion fluorescence was observed and the Yb (2F5/2) 
lifetimes are showing a decreasing trend towards the limiting Er (4I11/2) lifetime with 
increasing Er-to-Yb-concentration ratio, whereas the Er (4I13/2) lifetimes of around 3.5 ms are 
mostly unaffected by the doping concentrations. A rate equations analysis has been performed 
to explain the observed behaviour and the energy-transfer and back-transfer coefficients have 
been estimated. With these results, we have calculated gain for an eye-safe CW laser at 
1534 nm with KYW crystals of different doping concentrations to find the optimum 
concentrations for high gain. Our results suggest that higher Er concentrations should be used 
for high gain than in the previous Er 0.5%:Yb 5%:KYW crystal evaluated in laser 
experiments by Kuleshov et al. [50]. 
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Appendix A  
Complete set of rate equations for the populations in the nine energy levels in a neodymium-
doped laser including energy-transfer upconversion (ETU), as modelled by Pollnau et al. 
[9,10] (Sect. 2.10): 
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where ijiij ττβ /=  are the branching ratios and W1, W2 and W3 are the rate parameters for the 
three upconversion processes. Equation (A.9) indicates conservation of the doping 
concentration Nd. 
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